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TO: _ __ HL_z ____ _ ____ _ 
NAME 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

FROM: ___ HL_Z _______ _ 
NAM£ 

DEPARTME NT/PL ANT LOCATION 

DATE: 10/24/86 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

MLM' s suggestion for a major project , "Traini ng personnel for Jewish continuity ." 
What do we want t o do? Who will help us to define what we want to do and how 
to get at it? Will we be limited to training senior people? Should we bring 
t oge t her the chief p l ayers in this field to get their advice? Should we model 
t his after the Jerusalem Fellows program of Seymour Fox . 

Of course , content should include Jewish education content, community or gani zation, 
and management skill s . 
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-TO: ___ H_L_Z ________ _ FROM: ___ ....:HL=Z;..._ _____ _ DATE: 11/20/86 
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NAME NAME 

OEPARTME,-.T/PLA= LOCATIO,-. DEPARTMENT/ PLANT LOCATIO,-. YOUR MEMO OF : _ _ _ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Seymour Fox will submit a request for a professorship at the Hebrew University 
with a connection for training senior personnel in the field of Jewish education 
and Jewish continuity Fox ' s chair is in the field of Jewish education in the 
diaspora. 

Fox will take the leadership in preparing a position paper on the training of 
senior personnel as the crucial element in tackling the problem of Jewish 
education and Jewish continuity. The paper should cover the following 
subjects: 

1 . A philosophical position. Why do we need to have Jewish education and who 
needs to support it? 

2. The macro picture. General demographic picture and special application to 
the field of Jewish education should show how far short we are from any 
reasonable goal. 

3. A listing of the critical needs. 

4. Recommendations on how to correct these needs. 

5 . GWhat are the priorities here. We would establish the first priority 
the t r aining of senior personnel to fill key positions all over the 
nited States. 

being 

There is a consensus that there are funds available to matchG ewly generated 
fund~ {!he funds available are through the Jewish Agency and the Israel 
gove / nment.)(The newly generatld funds s hould come from the Mandel Foundations 
and foundations and individual sources around the country 0 

We need the best professional brains available in the field and in related 
fields . We also need a concerned and literate lay leadership to put Jewish 
education on the top priority list of committal activities. 

(See CKW' s notes on the November 20 meeting of Seymour Fox, MLM, CKW, HLZ, 
SHH, and Barry Shrage . ) 
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SUBJECT: NEW INITIATIVE: SENIOR PERSONNEL IN THE FIELD OF 
JEWISH EDUCATION/JEWISH CONTINUITY 

DATE OF MEETING: Nlovember 20, 1986 - 4 p . m. - Premier Corporate Headquarters 

PRESENT: Professor Seymour Fox, Steve Hoffman, Morton Mandel, 
Barry Shrage, Henry Zucker, Carol Willen, (Sec'y) 

KEY POINTS OF MEETING 

1. Studies have identified two critical problems in the field of Jewish 
education/Jewish continuity: 

a . A shortage of well-prepared teachers. 

b. A shortage of competent senior personnel. 

Because of the enormity of the teacher shortage prob l em, the practical 
place to begin is with the senior personnel issue. 

2. It has been estimated that there are 4,000 to 5,000 senior people worldwide, 
and that only half of them are well qualified. Less than 150 students are 
currently enrolled in undergraduate and graduate training programs in the 
field of Jewish education. There are probably 1,000 professors of 
"Jewish studies" in North America, but possibly fewer than ten full - time 
professors of Jewish education. 

3. A major Mandel initiative could help to convince lay leadership of the 
need for trained, high quality senior personnel, and could be the first 
step towards systemic change. 

4. We should consider doing our own "Flexner study" in order to (a) describe 
the vision, and (b) identify with some specificity the steps that would 
lead to the desired result. This might include recollllllendations on where 
dollars should be strategically placed. 

5. Annette Hochstein is _urrently studying the senior personnel situation . 
First, she will gather data that is descriptive of the macro picture. 
Second, she will assemble information on training institutions worldwide . 
The Hochstein report wi 11 form the basis of our "case. 11 

6 . The dearth of training facilities is the deep- seated problem underlying 
the shortage of competent senior personnel . 

7 . The Jerusalem Fellows program, which has been highly successful, trains 
ten students per year . Its graduates are very much in demand. We need 
to multiply our capacity to produce leaders of this type in order to 
build the kind of critical mass that can change the education system 
as a whole . 
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New Initiative: Senior Personnel in the Field of 
Jewish Education/Jewish Continuity 

Page 2 
11/20/86 

8. To achieve change, we must build an awa reness , particularly among Jewish 
lay leader s, of the shortage of senior personnel and the need to establish 
and/or up- grade t raining f acilities . 

9. Ther e is a good possibility that a grant from the Mandel Associated 
Foundations could leverage other funds . Potential partners have been 
identified . 

IO. Seymour Fox has good relations wi t h academicians who could provide 
advice and direction. Among those mentioned were David Cohen, Lee Shulman, 
Israel Scheffler, Ernest Boyer, Ralph Tyler, and John Coleman. 

11. The following is the proposed plan of action: 

a . Seymour Fox will confer privately with several of these experts . 

b . An informal "inside group" consisting of the following individuals 
will meet in New York on January 22, 1987: Art Rotman- JWB; Jonathan 
Woocher- JESNA; Carmi Schwartz- Council of Jewish Federations; 
Chuck Ratner- Commission on Jewish Continuity, Jewish Community 
Federation of Cleveland; Morton Mandel-Chairman; Henry Zucker and 
Carol Willen-Staff; Seymour Fox, Consultant . (This group is comprised 
of persons representing institutions that are not potential recipients 
of funds . ) The purpose of the meeting will be to examine a brief 
document that Seymour Fox will prepare, and to "up-train our own 
internal team." 

c . The third step will be a meeting of the informal inside group and 
the experts, to be held in February or early March 1987 . 

d . The fourth step will be the appointment of a Commission, possibly in 
May . The Commission, which will consist of outstanding lay and 
professional leaders, will approve the design for our "Flexner study . " 

e . The study will then be conducted by a blue-ribbon staff. 

f. After the Commi~Qion has approved the report submitted by the 
professional team, the Mandel Associated Foundations will help to 
introduce the findings to lay and professional leaders of the Jewish 
community. 

12 . HLZ proposed an outline for the Commission's report . First, the rationale: 
Jewish education is the focus of our attention because it is the principal 
tool for insuring Jewish continuity . The report would then present the 
macro picture, list critical needs and shortages, recommend ways of 
remedying these problems, and offer suggestions on how to develop the 
needed cadre of senior professionals. 

13. Seymour Fox is willing to participate in any way that he can be helpful . 
It was noted, however, that there may be some advantage to placing an 
American scholar in the forefront . 
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TO: ___ M_o_r_t_o_n_L_._M_a_n_d_e_l _ _ __ _ 
NAME 

DEPARTMENT/PL.AN T LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

f ROM: ___ H_e_n_r-=y_L_._Z_u_c_k_e_r ___ _ 
NAME 

DATE: 12/ 16/86 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF : _ __ _ 

Our "Flexner study" on Jewish education/Jewish continuity should become 
known as the "Mandel study." It s hould not take the title from the 
chief professional investigator . Also, it would make Seymour Fox eligible 
for consideration as the chief investigator . 

Added argument : you are the person who dreamed up the idea and will provide 
the muscle to carry it ou t . 
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The William Bingham Foundation 
Expense Reimbursement Policy 

Ma~ 1984 

Board of Trustees Meetin~ Program Committee Meetings 

Foundation Foundation 
Staff Trustees Expense Staff Trustees ~ense 

50,t:Jf> 
Per Diems - set at meetings No Yes No Yes 

Airfare - first class , 
round trip airfar e from 
Trustees ' and staff ' s mailing 
address to t~e meeting 
l9cation. (Not guaranteed 
for PC activities due to Yes Yes Yes Yes 
budget limitations , ) . 

Hotel Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Personal Phone Calls Yes No Yes No 

Out-of-Pocket Expenses 
(Away from Resident City) 
(ground transportation, 
mileage, parking , meals, 
tips, etc . ) Yes No Yes No 

' tvf v,1? yvt' 
Meeting Accommodations/ -~ ,AfV'tJ (P,)PY' r 6'o · 

Board Luncheons O N/A N/A Yes N/A N/A Yes 
1-,, 

Group Dinners N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Registration fees for 
conferences, workshops, 
luncheons , etc. N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

.l . ..:~.'.'~1\:N.-'"•.'--•.it.#ldllr,t~ ,.}:~-,.,., 

Appendix D. 

Grant Inv.estigation 
And Admi nistration 

Staff 

N/A 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

N/A 

· N/A 

Yes 

Trustees 

N/A 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

N/A 

N/A 

Yes .. 



TO: ___ M_o_r_t_o_n_L_._Ma_n_d_e_l ___ _ 
NAMC 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

f ROM: ,-,-_H_e_n_r;;_y_L_. _Z_u_c_k_e_r ___ /_ 
NAME 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LO 

DATE: 1/12/87 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR ME O OF: ___ _ 

The attached letter and outline from Seymour Fox arrived this morning . I 
believe it should be cir culated within the next day or two to the participants 
at our January 22 meeting . 

No t e t hat Seymour plans to telephone me on January 13 or 14 . I am going to 
encourage his suggestion that he send us 11a list of questions that might be 
helpful for the discussion on the 22nd. " 

Unless you have a different idea, I ' ll move ahead with the distribution of 
the paper and ask him to submit a list of questions for discussion . 
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MEMO TO: Seymour Fox, Stephen H. Hoffman, Mor ton L. Mandel, 
Charles Ratner, Arthur Rotman, Carmi Schwartz, 
Barry Shrage, Caro Willen, Jonathan Woocher 

FROM: Henry L. Zucker 

This is to confirm our meeting with Seymour Fox in New York City 
on Thursday, January 22 from 2 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m. at the office of 
the Council of Jewish Federations, 730 Broadway. 

Dr . Fox has submitted the attached paper which you should read 
in advance of the meeting. 

We expect perfect attendance and look forward to your participation . 
1 
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1/14/87 

MEMO TO: Trustees, Mandel Associ ed Foundations 

FROM: Henry L. 

At last night's meeting, it was suggested that we send you the a t tached 
paper which was prepared by Professor Seymour Fox for presentation to a 
meeting on January 22nd . 

Distribution: Jack N. Mandel 
Joseph C. Mandel 
Henry J . Goodman 
Bennett Yanowitz 
Howard R. Berger 
David Freiman 
Philip Sims 

A copy was sent earlier to each of the following: 

Morton L . Mandel 
Stephen H. Hoffman 
Charles Ratner 
Carol Willen 
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FOR Tl-l:: AITENTION OF MR. HENRY ZOCKER 

JAN 12 '87 6: 19 

Mr. Henry Zucker 
Premier Industrial Corp. 
4500 Euclid Avenue, 
Clevelan, Ohio 44103 
tJ.S,A. 

,.-

Dear Mr. Zucker, 

January ~2, 1987 

I am enclosing a draft cf a paper that could ~erve as 
the basis for our discussion on January 22nd. If y~u thL"lk. 
it is useful, you ~ight. want ~o distribute i~ to ~~e 
participants before the mee~ing. 

~ I wil ~ be callir.g you on either Tuesday or We-:mesaay 
to discuss next steps, and whether I should send ~o you a 
list of 5uestions that might ~e helpful for ~ iscussion 
on the 22nd. -

With best regards and -coking forward to our phone 
conversation. 

Since.rely, 

~v .. co1::, ~~ '-"J•~ ~'"' l't2! ~~., ",.. 
?~, H.:s1rt ,., Sr!'N>I. ":JIil.! .,..,. ~k!m 1,rael Te~hone 02·668,Z, 

972 2 826249 PAGE.01 
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SENIOR PERSONNEL IN THE FlELD OF 

JEWISH EDUCATION/ JEWISH CONTINUITY 

A PROGRAM FOR THE MANDEL ASSOCIATED FOUNDATIONS 

INTBQPYCIIQN 

Personnel is the key to any improvement in Jewish education. 
There is wide a~reement both 1n the field o~ ~eneral and Jewish 
education, that the educator is the determ1ninc factor in the 
success or tailure o~ any educational endeavour. This holds 
whether we are dealinc with a classroom, a school, a community 
center, a Gummer co.mp or an entire educational system. The 
teacher, the principal,the informal educator, the educational 
leader or polic~-maker, play a determinin~ role in terms of 
school achievement, education for character, commitment of 
teachers anc the involvement ot parente. Theee conclusions are 
supported bY research and by reports or the people work1n~ in the 
tield, 

In Jewish education it ia clear that there is a severe shorta~e 
of qualified, trained personnel to perform the necessary tasks: 

There are almost no teacher-trainers or scholare of 
education (this in contrast to the hundreds of scholars that have 
been trained and are workin~ in the field ot Jewish studies). 

There are very tew trained and capable developers ot 
curr1culum and educational Materials. 

There 1& a serious shorta~e 
h eadmasters and school principals. 

throu~hout the world -- ot 

Teachers in many communities are poorly trained, unable to 
i nterpret the .reat ideas of the Jewish tradition or lead a 
discussion in the Hebrew lan~ua~e. In many eases teachers are 
c olle~e students, yordi~ or Israelis temporarily abroad. who were 
neither trained as teachers nor are they currontly ~reparin~ 
themselves tor work in the field of education. 

The status or the Jewish educator -- ~articularl~ ot the 
teacher, is extremely low. This situation is compounded by verJ 
1ow salar>ies, 

As for Jewish educat ion 1n 1ntormal settin~s: 

The recent report on ttMaximizina: Jewish ~ducational. 
Eftectivenes1:1 o~ Jewish Community Centers'' _:>laces a. ver:,, h11th 
priority on the education and re-education of personnel, if the 
Community Cente~ in the United States is to fulfill its potent!al 
as an institution tor Jewish educ~tion . 

1 
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Though this shortage of Jewish educators 1s a "l.ob·a.l one and 
exists on all levels -- £rom earl¥ childhood education throu&h 
the univers1t¥ -- and for all educational eett1n~a. formal and 
informal, the following ar~uments support a first effo~t in the 
a~ea ot senior personnel. (eor description of senior personnel see 
appen<llx 1}: 

1. Ins~ired and well trained senior personnel will attract and 
retain appropriate candida~es for the teschin~ prores~1on end for 
the tield of informal education. 

2. Qualified senior personnel will introduce new ideas and 
pro~rams which could chan~e the nature of the profession and the 
1ma~e of the field of Jewish education. 

3. The numbers involved as comp$red to the need tor teachers 
and youth leaders make thia assi~nment a feasible one, 

The Jewish Education Committee of the Jewish A~ency decided to 
undertake a project to offer sug~estions for dealing with the 
acute shorta~e o~ qua1ified senior oeraonnel for Jewish education 
in the world, with particular reference to the contribution 
Israel ce.n make in meetin~ this problem. 

As part of this project the followinK data has been ~a~hered (see 
appen<:Six 2) : 

1. There are approximately 4,000 people holdin~ senior Jewish 
educational pos itions in the world. Three quarters o~ them in 
North America - - &s follows: 

Day schools -- 800 positions 
Supplementary schools -- 1,300 

/ 

Community centers and youth movement.s 600 
Central communal or~anizations -- 400 
University teachin~ and research 100 

It 1s estimated by experts and by knowled~eable communit¥ and 
educational leaders that a significant proportion of these 
positions - - probabl~ one third to one ha1f of the total number 
-- do not meet criteria of ~ua1~tication in Jewish studies. 
educationai theor~ and pract~ce and/or 1eaderahiP &nd 
administration. 

Furthermore, we have discovered tnat oni~ aver~ small number of 
students participate in and graduate from existin~ ~ro~re.ms for 
the trainin~ of senior educators {see Ap~endix 3). There are no 
more than 100 graduates annual1Y throughout the wor1d from a11 
the institutions that ~rain senior educators. No more than sixt~ 
1n North Amerio&. 

2 
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To respond to immediate needs ror North America alone we would 
need minimall¥ 300 ~r•duates per ¥ear tor a period or ten ¥ears. 
This estimate assumes that educators hold senior positions for 30 
years and that there is no attrition due to burnout. 

THE OPPORTUNITY 

Thou~h the challen~e is immense, some may even believe 
overwhelmin&, there are opportunities availab1e today that have 
never been available befo~e: 

1, Jewish education is movin~ c loser and closer to ~he top ot 
the a~enda of the or~anized Jewish community. 

2. Some of the moet outatandin~ community leaders in North 
America and throu~hout the world are prepared to assume 
leaderehip 1n developin~ the field of Jewish education. 

3. There ma¥ be fundin~ available tor creative and well-planned 
prosrama of intervention. 

SOME OF THE ISSUES: 

Thou~h traininz is clearly a ne¥ issue in meetin~ the p~ob1em o~ 
senior personne1 it c annot be c onsidered without dealin~ with the 
broader issues of t he need to build the profession of Jewish 
education, and the problems ot recruitment ano retention of 
Qualified people. A comprehensive treatment of our problem w111 
require carefu1 study and m4¥ include the following elements; 

1, THE PROFESSION 

In order for an occupation to evolve into a profession it is 
necessary to develop and formalize rorms of col 1e~1ality, &~reed 
upon standards of know1edge, training and expertise and a code of 
ethics. Theee elements mus~ be intensified and expan4ed tor the 
field of Jewish educa~ion. 

2. R~CRUITMl!:NT ANO RETENTION 

At present there is a very small poel of people from which to 
recruit candidates for trainin~ procrame or r or senior positions 
1n Jew1eh education. In addition, the rate or attrition ot 
qualified Personnel 1s hi~h. Issues such as status, salary, 
ladder of advancement sna low mora l e deter t alented peo~le trom 
cone1der1n~ a career in Jewish education or tor remainin~ 1n 1t 
for a ei~n1ricant amount of time. The reeder s~stem ( ~outh 
movements, summer camps) is not effective. Any solution will 
have to conside~ these problemG and 1ocate and develop new 
sources for man~ower such ae students in pro~rams ot Jewish 
studies. ~eneral education, women, etc. 

JAN 12 ' 87 6 : 21 972 2 8262~9 PAGE. 0 4 
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3. TRAINING 

There are ver¥ few tra1nin~ institutions for senior ~ersonnel in 
North America ( see appendix 3), No more than s1x~y people 
~raduate annually ~rom trainn~ procrams in North America. People 
mu3t be trs1ned for existin~ positions, for the needs of an 
emercin~ profession (professors of Jewigh education, teacher
trainers. ~amily educators, curricu1um developers , experts in 
Jewish content for informal education. etc.) The variety of 
needs requires multiple solutions. Strate~ies for development 
should be outlined and plans shou1d be considered and could 
include propoeals tor: 

** the expansion of exstinc full-time training pro~ra.ms 
** the development Of new trainin~ pro~rame *• the design of systematic comprehensive a~proachea to in

service tra1n1n~ 

~. THE COMMUNITY 

Thou~h a consensus is emer~in~ concerning the need to up~rade 
Jewish education. anv dramatic chan~e will require the 
deve1o~ment ot community awareness a .nd corom1 tment. To achi e v e 
eh&n~e we will hav~ to involve Jewish lay-leaders. educate t hem 
so that the~ understand the shorta~es 1n the area of eenior 
Personnel and the "~ed to establish and/ or up~rade trainin~ 
.f&cilities, 

A RESPONSE FOR NORTH AMERICA 

In 1910 the Carne~ie Foundation for the Studv o~ 
commieeioned a study of American medical education. 

Tee.chin~ 

The :reeult of that stu<:1~ was th@ now-famous "P-lex.ner .Report" 
which revolutionized American medical education and has serve<:1 as 
~ ~uide for medical education to this day. It 1a proposed that 
a commission b e ea~ab1ished that mi~ht att er careful and 
systematic study issue a report that would set ~uidelines for the 
k ind o~ inter ventions that could dre.me.t1call~ chan~e the 
condition o~ the Jewish educator in North America. 

The Commission would coneist o~ outstandin~ lay and pro~eGe1onal 
leaders and scholars, and should enJo~ the support of 
institutions of hi~her Jewish 1earn1n~. teacher trainin~ 
institutions and the appropriate Jewis h or~anizations. 

The report 
objeo,:ives, 

of the Commission 
opportunities and 

might consist o~ 
interventions. 

a 
The 

11a't of 
Mandel 

Associated Foundations cou1d conce1va~1Y undertake to sponsor and 
fund one or more oe these opportunities or interventions. No less 
si~ni~icant ie the fact that it might serve as the levera~e to 
involve other foundations to join in this enterprise . 
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We muat remember that as a result of the Flexner Report the 
Roekofeller Foundation invested sso million in 1910 and convinced 
other sources to invest s500 million 1n American ~edical 
education. 

At our last meetin~ M~. 
work ot the Commission: 

Zucker proposed a possibl e a~enda for the 
First, the ratio nale: Jewish educ&tion 1s 

the focus of our attention becauee it is the principal tool tor 
insurin~ Jewish continuity, The report would than present the 
macro picture, liet critical needs and shortages, recommend we.ys 
of remed~in~ these problems, and o¥fer su~gestions on how to 
develop the needed cadre of senior professionals . 

5 
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MEMO TO: Seymour Fox, Stephen H. Hoffman, Morton L. Mandel , Charles Ratner, 
Arthur Rotman, Carmi Schwartz, Barry Shrage, Carol Willen , 
Jonathan Woocher 

FROM : Henry L. Zucker I~ 1~ 
-------------------------~-------------------------------------------

. \) 

This is t o confirm our meeting with Seymour Fox on Thursday, March 5, 1987 
from 2 :00 to 4:30 p .m. at the Premier Industrial Corporation office, 
4500 Euclid Avenue . This meeting is to bring the Clevelanders up- to- date 
on plans to develop a Commission on Jewish Continuity . Jonathan Woocher 
will join us . Art Rotman will be in Israel on March 5, and Carmi Schwartz 
has a conflicting engagement. 

Unless we hear to the contrary, we shall assume that all the Cleveland invitees 
will be in attendance . 

> 

.wl:( 



~ O :. -------- --------Morton L. Mandel FROM : __ H_e_n_r~y'--L_. _Z_u_c_k_e~r,_ ___ _ DATE: 2/ 13/87 

REPLYING TO 

Il 
N 
1r 
IE 
~ 

D 

(D 
IF 
IF 
Il 

(C 
IE 

NAM£ NAME: , t r 
D EPAR TMENT/PL.ANT L.OCA TION DEPARTMEN T/ PLANT LOCA'IJO N 

\ 
YOUR MEMO OF: _ _ _ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Barry Shrage has agreed to join with Seymour Fox and me to be a triumvirate 
in staffing the Mandel Initiative . Barry will talk with Seymour next week 
in Jerusalem to arrange a date for Barry, Seymour , and me to get together 
on March S , immediately after the meeting of the Cleveland group wi t h 
Seymour which begins at 2 p .m. 

72752 (8/ 81 ) PRINTED IN U.S .A . 
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TO: ___ H_L_Z _ _ ______ _ 
NAM£: 

FROM: ____ H_LZ ______ _ 
NAME 

DATE: 2/16/87 

REPLYING TO 
DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION DEPARTMENT/ PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Seymour Fox has indicated that the Charles Bronfman Foundation may wish 
to join with MLM in funding the Mandel initiative in Jewish education and 
Jewish cont inuity . Steve Cohen mentions also t hat Leslie Wexner may be 
interested in supporting the training of professionals in Jewish service 
activities. Perhaps, also, Revson , Riklis , and others will be interested. 

MLM is going to invite Charles Bronfman and Leslie Wexner to talk about 
this after we are further along, possibly very soon after our March 5th 
meetings . 

72752 (8/ 81 ) PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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BUILDING JEWISH EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP: THE CURRENT CHALLENGE 

Dr. Jonathan Woocher 

The Current Situation 

Any effort to increase the number and quality of Jewish 

educational leaders in North America must be initiated against a 

generally somber backdrop ~ what is almost uni versally 

acknowledged to be a per sonnel c risis in Jewish education of 

massi ve proportions , o ne which is both quantit y iv~ and 

q1.1al i ta.t i ve, wo~l W: ~ cr~s-deno mi nati on: l, a nd which affects 

every 1 evel,. of educators. - One can debate whether all educational 

personnel (i .e. , teachers and l i ne s taff, in a ddition to 

administrators and policy -makers) s hould be c a tegorized as 

"Jewish leaders . " Re gar-d l e s s of when~ one stands on this 

question, no serious at t empt to strengthen J,ewi sb_ed1. ational 

~ can be contemplated which does not begin with an 

aware n 1555 n.f the overal l pers_QgQ£1 cri ·sis and its rami fications. 
=» 

Today 's pers onnel c ri s is is not pew: I ndeed, conferences 

and publications pointing to s uch a crisis have been a fi x ture on 

the North American Jewish e ducational scene for t hree decades or 

more. Its curren t dimensi ons can be characterized in terms of 

several clearly v isible phenomena : 

1. There is a shortage of gualif..i.ed pe~so~~Jd@F (ki2 t ypes of 
==----=x=- :-==:. 

day and supplementary schools, specialists of various kinds, 
• 

school and agency adminstrators . At the beginning of each 

academic year, some positions are unfilled and others ~re 

' 

I 



2 . 

filled by individuals without t he requisite qualifications. 

The persistent shortage of personnel reflects the inc reasi_gg e=:--
difficulty of recruiting talented individuals to enter - - -~--- ~ 

Jewish education_.3s a career. ,Only about 150 individuals 
c--

a r e curre ntly enrolled in bachelors and masters level 

programs in Jewish education in the United States. The 

communally sponsored teacher training institutions (Hebr ew 

teachers colleges) have all virtually abandoned teacher 

training for lack of candidates. Jewish education is 

perceived as a career o f relatively low status and low 

remuneration. 

3 . The reluctance of t alented individuals to seek careers in 

Jewish education reflects the working conditions they are 

likely to encounter. Within the supplementary school system 

(where three-fourths of all Jewish young people receive 

their Jewish educat ion) full-time teaching positions are 

virtually non-exi stent . Only 8% of supplementary school 

teachers teach twelve hours or more per week. Hence, there 

is no point in training for such positions . Nearly all 

Jewish teachers -- even those who do teach full-time in day 

schools are poorl y paid (average salary for a day school 

teacher is around $20 , 000 a year -- not enough to support a 

family) . Benefits which are routine in most positions 

(e . g . , pension and health insurance) are often unavailable; 

materials and resources are frequently less than first-rate; 

the atmosphere in schools is poor; relationships with 

administrators are often tense . If teaching is the backbone 

t. 



of education as a profession, and if it is from the ranks of 

teachers that educational leaders should emerge, the Jewish 

educational system is so constituted as to cut off the 

supply of potential leadership from the outset . 

4 . Because quality people are reluctant to enter and often do 

not stay in the field, p~-£.essiooal staoda~ci , a ~e difficult 

to maintain. The vast majority of Jewish teachers have no 

Jewish teacher certification of any sort. In supplementary 

schools, 42'l. of teachers have five or fewer years experience 

and more than half have no formal Judaic training beyond the 

high school level. Incentives for professional growth and 

for maintaining standards are minimal. Those professional 

development programs which do e xist are generally 

unsystematic and haphazard (occasional seminars and 

workshops). 

5 . Perhaps most damaging is the low esteem in which Jewish 

education, and especiall y teaching~ appears to be held by 

the Jewish community . Despite its protestations of priority 

status for Jewish education, the community has not come to 

grips with the personnel crisis i n any substantial way. 

This failure sends a message which is reinforced in numerous 

~ ~ 
other ways: Jewish education is not a valued career. Most 

Jewish educators are not seen or treated as leaders in their 

communities. 

6 . This overall situation affects ~he level of senior 

educational personnel in several, somewhat pardoxical ways : 

Because of the acute shortage of talented and committed 



personnel, ascent to upper level positions in Jewish 

education can be quite rapid and remuneration fairly decent. 

However, many observers contend that this has brought 

individuals into administrative and supervisory positions 

without adequate training and experience. Hence, the 

quality of senior level personnel is not assured, and 

incentives for their professional growth are not strong. 

The fact that senior personnel are relati vel y well paid 

compared with teachers widens the psychological distance 

between the two groups dnd encourages the best teachers to 

seek administrat ive positions, even when their real talent 

lies in teaching . 

Within thi s generally gloomy picture there are a number of 

bright spots which should also be noted. Where sufficient 
---, 

resources have been invested, recruitment and training programs 

have been successful in attracting quality candidates, albeit in 

limited numbers . A number of local institutional and communal 

initiatives have uncovered new pools from which to draw 

personnel, pioneered new training models, and sought to address 

fundamental issues such as salaries and benefits. Several 

communities have succeeded in UR.£1rading staodards by providing 

incentives for professional development and /or t ying funding to 

teacher certification. 

A new factor in the current equation is the increasing 

interest and iJJ..v~ment ~o i.nformai Jewish education, especially -
by Jewish communit y centers . This opens up new possibilities for. 

funding, for broaden ing the base of support for Jewish education, 



and for creating full-time positions in settings other than day 

schools. However, the new emphasis on informal education has 

also spotlighted the lack of adequate numbers of qualified 

individuals to assume these types of positions, alongside more 

traditional ones. 

Above all, events like the annual CAJE (Coalition for 

Alternatives in Jewish Education) conference and the Jewish 

Education Expo at the CJ~ General Assembl y have shown that there 

is substantial energy, creativity, and enthusiasm in Jewish -education among both professionals and lay leaders, and that 
- - - ---..- - -

appropriate ways must be found to harness these for substantive 

change. 

The Roots of the Crisis 

Before considering strategies o f response to this situation, 

we should examine~ it has developed. 

appear to be involved. 

At least four factors 

1. The .a.tg•ctttra 1 conf i gur:_aj:..i.Q{l of Jewish educ a ti on undermines 

the development of a profession . Jewish education is highly 

fragme~n sponsorship . Schools are generall y 
--:a,. 

ideologicall y linked and often part of synagogues . Too many 

schools are small and poorly funded. Available personnel 

may not match up with the ideological sponsorship of the 

institution, causing tensions between faculty, 

administration, students, and parents. Communal support for 

synagogue-based education has been slow and meagre. It has 

often been difficult to create full-time positions which 

would necessitate crossing institutional lines. 



2 . Educaj: i_o and teact:u,.o.g in g.enm;,el have become highly 

problematic professions in American society. Most of the 

problems besetting general education beset Jewish education 

in heightened form. Neither in the general nor the Jewish 

spheres is education treated as a highly regarded (and hence 

rewarded) profession . 

3 . The Jewish community has displayed a deep-seated ambivalence -
about its educational system. Although more than four out 

of five Jewish parents want their children to receive some 

type of Jewish education, many are unwilling to invest the 

time, energy, and resources to make that education 

substant ive and meaningful. The suspicion exists that some 

American Jews have feared that Jewish education which is 

"too good" might threaten the successful adjustment of 

themselves and their children to American society. As a 

result, neither parents nor the community have been prepared 

to make the sustained investment in Jewish education which 

would be required really to come to grips with the personnel 

crisis. 

4. Finally, educators themselves bear part of the blame. 

Generally,~ ey have lacl·ed,. and often derided the ski 11 s in 

marketing and community organization which are necessary to 
~ -
create a reservoir of support within the community. Their 

own tendencies to elitism and deprecation of the less 

~mewl edgeabl e have sometimes "turned off" potential al 1 i es . 

Hence, a body of effective lay and professional advocates 

for Jewish education has been slow to develop. 



Strategies of Response 

It is clear that the development of a cadre of Jewish 
< 

educational leaders in North America is one element in an o verall 

The problem which confronts all strategists in this arena is that 

the which would be required to alter 

dramatically the current i . e . , both 

cultural and structural, and cannot be achieved merely by 

focusing on ind ividual practiti,oners. Yet such change is 

exceedingly difficult , some would say impossible, to engineer. 

Further, any strategy must embrace short, medium, and long range 

elements. As Prof. Barry Chazan has noted: There are immediate 

fires to be put out (i.e . , places to be filled); there are 

individuals currently at work whose knowledge and skills can be 

upgraded; and there is a need to plan for how the next generation 

of educational personnel will be recruited and trained. 

Most strategies being suggested today embrace two main 

thrusts: 1.L_enlarging and strengthening the cadre of 

professional educators, and 2) recruiting and better utilizing 

"avocationals," i.e., individuals for whom Jewish education is 

not their primary profession, but who are prepared to commit some 

time and energy to working in educational settings. Although the 

second is an important element in dealing with the overall crisis 

of Jewish educational personnel, it is less likely to produce the 

educational leadership of the Jewish community . Thus, though 

developments and proposals in this area are interesting and 

important for the system, they are less significant for this 



paper than ideas about enhancing, both quantitatively a nd 

qualitatively, the professional cadre of Jewish educators . - Several such proposals are being discussed (and occ asional ly 

i mplemented oh a small scale) today: 

~ creating more full-time positions This is a sine qua no n 

G 

i f larger numbers of talented individuals are to enter and 

remain in the f ield, because only full - time positions offer 

the prospect of earning a reasonabl e livel ihood from Jewish 

education . Proposals have been circulated to develop 

positions for "community educators," indi viduals wor ki ng in 
~ b 

schools, centers, and other settings with both children and 

adults, and "family educators," individuals ~ssigned to a 

number of families as both an informal educator and group 

wor-ker . Other- types of "blended" positions have been 

cr-eated in isolated instances between, e.g., a day school 

and a central agency of J ewish education . School merger-s or-

the development of magnet schools have also been suggested 

as means of incr-easing the number of full-time positions. --
developi ng career ladder-s for- teacher-s A second rel ated 

proposal focu5es on the need to create possibilities fer

advancement (in terms of both pr-ofessional growth and 

r-emuneration ) for- individuals who do not wish to become 

adminstr-ators in the conventional sense . One suggestion i s 

the development of master teacher programs, or other ways of 

differ-entiat i ng status, responsibility, and r-eward within 

the teaching ranks . Another proposal i nvolves using 

teachers outside the c lassroom for specialized tasks 



h) 
CJ 

curriculum development, creation of media resources, 

supervision of para-professionals -- which are now often 

neglected or impossible. In general, this approach seeks to 

link professional development to substantive advancement of 

one's career, while (like the strategy of creating new types 

of full-time positions) at the same time meeting needs 

within the Jewish educational system for types of personnel 

who currently do not or barely exist. 

improving working conditions -- There are a number of 

substantive improvements which could make Jewish education 

more attractive as a career: higher salaries; better 

benefits ( including educational benefits>; sabbatical 

programs and other professional development opportunities; 

participation in decision-making; access to top quality 

educational materials and resources. However cultural or 

structural barriers may impede s ystemic change, these are 

improvements which can make the lives of practicing Jewish 

educators better in the h e r e-and-now. 

utilizing educators as community leaders The isolation 

of Jewish edrrc at o~-9m ~5omwuo i ty 1 eader~i p has been 

debilitating for both the profession and the community. The 

status and stature of educators cannot be raised unless they 

are@v:n a role to play in community lif:;)c;ommensurate witb__, 

the traditional valuation of education in Judaism . 

Educators must be prepared to carry their weight in the 

community, but they must ~lso be given the opportunity to 

enter the counsels of decision-making and to receive visi ble 



. , 

G 
recognition as part of the communal leadership cadre. 

intensifying recruitment and upgrading training of Jewish 

educators -- In the long run, the quality of educational 

leadership is determined by the quality of the indi v iduals 

entering the field and the calibre of the pre- and in-

service training they receive . Recruitment for Jewish 

education can be strengthened by providing significantly 

greater scholarship and fellowship aid (the national FIJEL 

[Fellowships in Jewish Educational Leadership] program, 

e.g., has virtuall y collapsed because of lack of funding). 

More aggressive recruitment of potential candidates in high 

school and college, combined with innovative training 

programs utilizing pr esti ge universities as well as Jewish 

academic institutions, could tap the market of Jewishly 

committed young people, few of whom t hink seriously about 

Jewish education as a career . Programs for 11 lateral entry" 

for publi c school teachers, returnees to the work force, and 

indi viduals in other Jewi sh professions have also been 

suggested . 

;k The greatest need in the area of training is f or sustained, 

high quality , prestigiou in-service educati o n to upgrade 

the quality and enhance the motivation (and hence r etention) 

of those individuals already in the field. Year-long 

advanced fellowships, summer institutes, programs utilizing 

Israel and uni versity sett ings, cross-professional academies 

for Jewish leaders working in a variety of institutions, all 

can help to create a s ystem of incentives for professional 



. , 

growth andfttract public recognition of Jewish education as 

a significant career endeavor0 

No one of ~hese approaches, or e ven all together, will be 

sufficient to "solve'' the personnel crisis in Jewish education. 

e vertheless, thR careful investment of resources in these fiye 

, areas~ produce a quantitati ve and qualitative im rovement in 

Jewish educational leadership. The ideal strategy should be 

sufficiently comprehensive (i .e., embracing structural, 

recruitment , and traini ng components) to have a reasonable chance 

of sustaining its own momentum over time, yet sufficientl y 

targeted (through the use, perhaps, of pilot and model programs) 

to be capable of being monitored and evaluated for effectiveness. 

The challenge is real and monumental, but it can be met, and both 

Jewish e ducation and the Jewish community may depend on our 

willingness to take up that challenge . 



cc : H. L. Zucker 

. 0: -NA- M""'t _____________ _ Morton L. Mandel 
r 

FROM: ...,/ _ _:...;;_.;;;.,,;.q~~,_;::..::=..:....:;.;;.._ __ 
AME 

DEPARTMEN T/PL.ANT LOCATION 

SUBJECT: NEXT STEPS IN MANDEL 

-

After yesterday ' s meeting on the Mandel Initiative in Jewish Education/Jewish 
Continuity, Seymour Fox and Hank Zucker worked out the following schedule : 

1. 

4. 

s. 

6 . 

Seymour Fox will draft the first version of the "design" document . He 
will see that Barry Shrage and Henry Zucker receive it sometime between 
March 20 and March 25, 1987 . ~ 

Fox will plan to meet with Zucke;~ ard Shrle around April 1st or 2nd, either 
in Florida or in Cleveland .~\--Y,-~'t"" 

After the three of them have discussed the first draft, Fox will seek input 
from other "critics" (Jon Woocher, Carmi Schwartz, Art Ro1'~tc . ) . 

The revised document will then be sent to the "inner circle" (those who met 
in Cleveland on 3/5/87, plus Art Rotman and Carmi Schwartz) . These people 
will submit their comments to Seymour Fox, who will refine the document 
further. 

A final draft of the "design" paper will be sent to the entire group by 
May 15th. 

The group will meet again in Cleveland on May 29, 1987. 

I 

If this timetable sounds reasonable to you, I will issue a notice to those 
who were present yesterday, as well as to Carmi Schwartz and Art Rotman, to 
confirm the May 29th date . Do you prefer to start at 11 : 00 a.m. or noon on 
May 29th? (The meeting will run until about 4:00 p .m.) 

I)._ r;!_ 

Another question: When the group meets again on May 29th , shall we include 
your brothers and John Colman? 

72752 (8 / 81) PRINTED IN U.S.A . 
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APPENDIX B: 
PAPERS COMMISSIONED FOR THE 
CARNEGIE FORUM'S TASK FORCE ON TEACHING AS A PROFESSION 

Black Participation in the Teacher Pool 
Joan C. Baratz, Director, Division of Educa

tion Policy Research and Services, Educa
tional Testing Service 

The Gains From Education Reform 
Stephen M. Barro, President, SMB Economic 

Research 

Current Approaches to Teacher Assessment 
Tom Bird, Project Director, Far West 

Laboratory 

School Resource Allocations: Potential for 
Change 

Frederick Dembowski, Associate Professor, 
Frances Kemmerer, Research Associate, and 
Alan P. Wagner, Research Associate, Center 
for Educational Research and Policy 
Studies, School of Education, State Univer
sity of New York at Albany 

Teacber Choice: Does it Have a Future? 
Denis P. Doyle, Director, Education Policy 

Studies, American Enterprise Institute for 
Public Policy Research 

Students as Teachers: A Tool for Improving 
School Climate and Productivity 

Diane Hedin, Associate Professor and Assis
tant Director, Center for Youth Develop
ment and Research , University of 
Minnesota 

Teacher Mobility and Pension Portability 
Bernard Jump Jr., Professor and Chairman, 

Department of Public Administration, and 
Associate Dean, Maxwell School, Syracuse 
University 

Financing Education Reform 
James A. Kelly, President, Center for Creative 

Studies 

Increasing the Number and Quality of , 
Minority Science and Mathematics 
Teachers 

Shirley M. McBay, Dean for Student Affairs, 
Massachusetts institute of Technology 

A National Board for Teaching? ht Search of 
a Bold Standard 

Lee S. Shulman, Professor of Education, and 
Gary Sykes, Research Associate, Stanford 
University 

The Knowledge Base for Teaching 
Lee S. Shulman, Professor of Education, Stan

ford University 

Professional Examinations: A Cross Occupa
tional Analysis 

Gary Sykes, Research Assocfate, Stanford 
University 

Appendices 
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APPENDIXC: 
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS 

Educatfo11 Finance Workshop 
December 18- 19, 1985 

Charles Benson 
School of Education 
University of California 
Berkeley, California 

Lewis M. Branscomb 
Vice President and Chief Scientist 
IBM Corporation 
Armonk, New York 

Anthony P. Carnevale 
Vice President, 
Governmental Affairs 
American Society for Training and 

Development 
Alexandria , Virginia 

E. Alden Dunham 
Program Chair 
Carnegie Corporation of New York 
New York, New York 

Margaret Goertz 
Senior Research Scientist 
Education Policy Research and Services 
Educ;ational Testing Service 
Princeton, New Jersey 

Steven D. Gold 
Program Director , Fiscal Affairs 
National Conference of State Legislators 
Denver , Colorado 

Appendices 

James A. Kelly 
President 

-

Center for Creative Studies 
Detroit, Michigan 

Helen Ladd 
Department of City and Regional Planning 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 

Will Myers 
Manager, School Finance 
National Education Association 
Washington, D.C. 

Allan Odden 
Department of Education Policy 
University of Southern California 
Los Angeles, California 

William Spring 
Vice President 
District Community Affairs 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Robert Reischauer 
Vice President 
The Urban Institute 
Washington, D.C. 

-
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3/10/87 

TO: 

FROM: 

Seymour Fox 

Carol K. Willen 

SUBJECT: ·Meeting to Discuss First Draft of "Design" Document 

• This is to confirm that we will meet from 10: 00 a .m. - 2:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday . April 1, 1987 t o discuss the first draft of the "design" 
document for a proposed Mandel initiative in the field of Jewish 
educational personnel. 

The meeting will take place in Cleveland at Hank Zucker's Premier 
office. 

• When you have your first draft of the "design" document done, please 
mail a copy to me, as well as t o Barry Shrage and Hank Zucker . 

• Hank Zucker shares my impression that the May 29th meeting in Cleveland 
is for the same group that assembled on March 5 (plus Carmi Schwartz and 
Art Rotman)-- not for the Commission per se. (I'm trying to confirm this 
with Mort Mandel.) 



3/10/87 

TO: 

FROM: 

Seymour Fox, Barry Shrage, Henry L. Zucker 

Carol K. Willen 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBJECT: )'ieeting to Discuss First Draft of "Design" Document 

This is to confirm that we will meet from 10: 00 a.m. - 2: 30 p .m. on 
Wednesday, April 1, 1987 to discuss the firs t draft of the "design" 
document for a proposed Mandel initiative in the field of J ewish 
educational personnel. 

The meeting will take place in Cleveland at Hank Zucker's Premier 
office . 



Premier Industrial Foundation 
45 0 0 E.UCLIO AVENUE 

CLEVELAND. OHIO 44103 

March 12, 1987 

TO: John Colman, Seymour Fox, Stephen H. Hoffman , Ann G. Klein, 
Jack N. Mandel , Joseph C. Mandel , Morton L. Mandel, 
Charles Ratner , Arthur Rotman, Carmi Schwartz , Barry Shrage , 
Jonathan Woocher , Henry L. Zucker 

FROM: Carol K. Willen, Program Officer 

SUBJECT: Proposed Mandel Initiative -
Jewish Education/Jewish Continuity 

At our meeting on March 5, we selected Friday, May 29 , 1987 as 
the date of our next meeting to discuss a proposed Mandel 
initiative in the field of Jewish education/Jewish continuity. 
The meeting, which will take place at the Jewish Community 
Federation of Cleveland, will begin with luncheon at 12 : 00 noon , 
and is expected to run until about 4:00 p.m. 

Please mark your calendars. If you are unable to attend, I 
would ask that you notify me as soon as possible at 
(216) 391- 8300, Ext . 2339. 

At t ached is a copy of the minutes of our March 5 meeting . By 
mid-May you will receive a draft outlining a possible design 
and work plan for the proposed Commission. This document will 
serve as the basis for our discussion on May 29th. 

We will keep you advised on the progress we are making. 
look forward to seeing you in May. 

Attachment 

I 
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Attention, carol. Willen 

Please tind material tor meetinc with Henrv Zuoker an~ B~rrv 
Shra~e on Wedne•da¥ , APril 1. Sorr¥ ror the delay . 

Sincerelv·. 

sevmou r F'ox 
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MA~CH 25 • .1987 

THE MAND~L INITIATIVE FOR THE PIELD OP JEWISH £DUCAT!ON 

INTRQQUCT,toN 

The Mandel Aeeoc1.ated P'oundatio,ne decided to set up a Commi•aion 

and to undertake a stud~ that will establish the link between the 

meaninc~ul continuitv or Jewish lite and Jewieh education. 

The stud~ will eusseat po11ciee to suide the development, 

Jewiah education that can respond to t~1B ch&llenKe. It Will 

becin to detail the steps and interventions neoesaarv to brin~ 

J about the environmen~ that lea~e ue to elect to riemain Jewiah. 

PURPQ31 or TB! UPPX 

It 1s aeaumed that personnel 19 the kev to any improvement in 

Jewieh education . There is wide acreement, ooth in the tield ot 

~¥seneral and Jewish education that the educator ie the determ1n1nc 

tactor in the sueceea or t&ilu~• or any ~ducational •ndeavor. 

In Jewieh educati on it is eiear that there ia a e~vere ahortaee 

ot qualitied, inspi~ed and trained personnei. 

Theretore the first tarset o~ an ettort to improve Jewieh 

education ahould be the recruitment, traininK and retention o~ 

the out•tandinc personnel required to respond to tne challen~e. 

Thi• t~rcet will on1¥ be reali~ed it we can establish the problem 

o~ Jewieh education ee a prioritv in the minds of the peop1e who 

eet the asenda of the or~an i zed Jewish communit¥ and convince 

them that personnel ie the key issue tor the improvement of 

Jewish e0ucstion. 

1 
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QUTCQMi QF THI SIPPY 

The Cofflll\1seion will ieaue a report which will consist o~ 

eusseated policiee and interventiona and indicate 

opportuniti•s• Thi• repo~t could h•ve eicnifieant impaot. The 

Mandel Aeeoeiated Foundations could conceivabl~ undertake to 

eponsor and tund one or more ot these op; ortunities and 

1.nterventiona . No leee important ie the tact that it micht aerve 

&8 the leverace to involve other foundations to join in this 

enter;,r1ae. Throuch the active involvement ot member• ot t~e 

Commieeion it coulQ motivate institutions and crcani~atione to 

initiate and 1mp1ament the polici~s ano interventions &~~eed upon 

0~ the Commiaaion ~ 

$CQfLQr THI STU~~ 

I~ this stud~ ie undertaken now. we can hope to si~ni~icantl~ 

chance the realit¥ or Jewish education b ~ tne ¥ ear 2000 . We 

could develop plane tor ~ecruitin~ appropriate candidatee to~ the 

c,:t-ote••ion 

development 

inati tutione, 

ot Jewieh education , We could e~oou~aca the 

and establishment of suitable traininc 

creat~ an excitin~ proteasion ot Jewish education 

and introduce a svetem ot UPEradin~ and retrainin~ ot praat!cinc 

educators. 

The Commission that will undertake thia stud¥ will decide the 

ap~~oprlat~ point ot ent~v for thie assi&nment. Should the¥ 

f o cus o n the pereonnel t or J ewish educat ion. 

se~ment on1~ - such ae Senior Personnel. 

o~ on a etrate~ic 
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The ehortace or Jewish educator• ia a clobal o ne and exiata on 

all level• - trom earl~ childhood educat~on throu.rh the 

univerait~ - and tor all educational aettinca, tormal and 

intormal. It coul~ be arcued that a tirat ettort should be 

undertaken in the area or Senior Peraonnel because t 

1.Inepired and well-trained senior personnel will attract and 

retain app~op~iate candidates tor the te•chins proteaaion and tor 

the tield ot informal education. 

2.Qualitied senior personnel will introduce new ideas and 

procrams Which could chance the nature ot the proteasion and th• 

imase ot the tield ot Jewiah education , 

QJ 3. The number• involved , aa comparea to the need tor teachers and 

vouth leaders, make this aeeicnment a ~easible one. 

A counter-arcument could be d eveloped and would claim: 

1.The teacher and vouth-ieader are the tront- line educators, 

2.The improvement to date in st•tue and aalar~ have been made 

on1~ in th• area ot senior pereonnel, 

3, The impact ot the work ot this Commiasion miKht brine about 

major developments and chances in the whole field ot Jewieh 

Education that would include the teacher, 

MEIUQP or OPERATION 

f"\ The Commission will mee t either t o ur or six time e over a period 

ot one ~ear. The atarr will pre p are t he appropriate papers and 

will conduct individual an~ s mall ~roup meetings amon~ members of 
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the 

The atatt ' 

orsanize 

JERUSALEM FNDN 

c institutions and 

data 

relevant to the work ot t he Commission. It will invite and 

initiate poaition papers and stu01ee ae requi~eo by the a~enda 

and the deaiaiona ot the Commiasion, 

The •ta~t will undertake a eeriea o~ coneultatione amonc 

appropriate individuals and croups ot echolars, eduoatora ana 

policvmakera, and report on these consultationa to the Commieaion, 

MAKIUf or TUE CQHMtl§IQft 

The Commission will coneiet c t outstandinc communit~ 

proteeeional and echolars, 

institutions o~ hich•r learnin~. 

repreaentat1vee trom: 

1. CJP' 

2. JWJS 

3, J!SNA 

i. JDC 
etc. 

The commission should inc lude 30 members. 

rep,:oesentativee 

all chosen 

whose intluencc , insti tut ional and or~ani2ational connection s 

be cleai--. 

I l 

• 
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STAFFIHg · 

The atat't ot the Commieeion ahould inc1ude 

limited adminiatrat1ve etatt and consultants. 

aypg!:T 

1.&oo1~ ~~ 
e,sd t-eeearcn lltXM ~ 

~ .Meetince ot the commisaion 

~.Publications and commun~c&tion 

, . Travel ,~,~ "~L\,'J.. 
~.Incidental Expenaea tip- ~-

CQMMUNICATI:QNS 

a 

l!ll!lb 

coordinator, a 

The etatt ot the Commission should prepare a list ot the 

appropriate publics in ~orth America. These publics ahould be 

intormed of the establishment of the commission and ite p~o~reas. 

The 11et should include the appropri~ta or~anizatione and 

inetitutione, the communit~ ot lay-lea~ere, scholars &nd Jewish 

educatore, a se1ected liet of Poundations and international 

constituenciee in Iarael and in other Jewish com.munitiea. 

An appropriate procram ot communication will have to be 

undertaken tor these v&riou• publics. A proper settin~ and 

~ramework will have to be decided upon for the release ot the 

Commieeion•• report . 

:: 
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Hebrew schools abroad -- like and not likeour own 
Europeans facing 
terrorism, tension 
each day at school 

By JOSEPH AARON 
\Yhen you think of Hebrew school. you think of 

Hebrew school, American style, conducted in English. 
But IS Hebrew school still Hebrew school as we know it, 

if it's conducted in Dutch or Swedish or Frenchorltalian'? 

Yes and no. 
So sa} several teachers who make their homes. and 

their classrooms. in several countries of Europe. Yes.says 
Lyonel If rah of Saint Cloud. France. in tha1 ~curriculum, 
method5 and goals are pretty much thesameallover ·-.:o, 
sa~ lfrah. in that ·each countr; h~ different r11lr11n1I 

conditioru.. • 
And no in that Europe as a whole has different cultural 

cond1uoru. than the l,nited State,. Both pa,1 and pre-ent. 
The present ii. different bceaui,e ~udent~ gomg to 

Hebrev. school m Europe face dangers unknown to 
American students ·There are the constam terrorist 
threat, on all -choo1,.-..aid lfrah. ·we ha\'ethe poli.,.,nntl 
the camera~ watching ... 

Dealing with danger 
Wha1 European Hebre" schools ha,e that American 

Hebrew ~choob don't. add~ Albenina Geiman of 
Am~terdam. Holland. is ·a lot of tension. The kid~ are 
,-eryawareofthedanger.Theschoolsarebeavilyguarded; 
we rca:i\-e many threatening call,,. Student~ feel the 
tension all around We don, have 10 tell them about the 
danger.· 

Dealing with the danger is only one of lhe special 
challenges Hebrew school teachers m Europe face. said 
Seymour Epstein. consultant on JewtSh education for the 
Joint Dtstribution Committee. 

Perhaps the biggest challenge. though, has to do not 
with the present buL with the past. With the fact that 
European Hebrew teachers find themselves teaching in 
countries where the Holocaust is not just pan of the text
books. but was pan of reality. of everyday life and 
e,-eryda} death. 

Then:" no beaping that n:.ality. said fpMein. nuung 
that the building now housing one of the largest Jew~h 
schools in Europe served. in World Warll.asacollection 
depot for kids abow to be sent to the concentration 
camps -

Holocaust everywhere 
There i.s no wa} to avoid dealing with the Holocaust. 

says A\;J\a Fanton of Lyon. France. although for a long 
11me Hebrew school teacher. in Furope tried 10 do JUSI 

that. ·For years. we hardly talked about itat all. So many 
suffered so much. it was 100 hard. But a~ lime has passed. 
it's become more a pan of the cumculum.· 

One reason for the turnaround is 1hew11y the Holocaust 
was being taught m public schools. -in the state schools, 
Jewish history is distoned or missing altogether.· said 
If rah. -voucan,approach victims the wayyouapproach 
others. - added Geiman. -we can't use what the Ministry 
of Education puts out bceausetheysaythingslike'Didthe 
Jews bring it on themsel\-es? and describe the steps from 
the camps to the gas chambers. You can, do that with 
Jewish students.· 

Thus. the Hebrew schools ha\"C 10 do what they can to 
help the Jewish students of Europe: understand what 
happened on the soil of Europe:. 

-students will ask questions like 'Why doe,; my 
grandmother ha\'ea number on herarm? ls that her phone 
number?' It's hard to deal with that, JUI we ha\'e to. -

How to teach Holocaust 
Knowing ho-.. to teach the Holocaust is a problem all 

European educato~ face. Then the,c are the problems 
unique to each country. Of help in the solving of tho-.e 
problems. said Epstein. is the fact 1ha1 the teache~dealing 
with the problems of a country are almost always from 
that country. 

• America has not really produced a generation of its 
own teache~.- Epstein said. ·Mo~t Hebrew school 
teacher. in the U.S .arc lsr.icli~. In Europeancountne,.tt 's 
the native, whoa re the teachers.a great 1hingcons1denng 
the lo,-.e,. suftered there. They've bounced back with 
strength. ,igor. ,itality. And the level of quality of 
European Hebrew schools 1, as good as anything you'd 
find in the United States.· 

But you find thm~ m Europe yo~ don, in the United 
States. In France. for instance. there are the problems that 

Having to d-1 with the European 
pr ... nt and the European put 
explains why, in all countrlH, 
heavy emph•is Is put on Israel 
as the place for the Jewish future. 

come with the fact that of a Jewish populauon of600.000. 
half are immigrants from Nonh Africa. Immigrants. said 
Fanton, -v.ho came with ~cry deep roots and who are not 
willing 10 gi\c up their 1rad111onal wa}~ or give up the 
folklore of their Afncan heritage." 1lni:,. French schools 
have had to adapt to maintain. that heritage white 
integrating Nonh African students with other French 
\ludeni-

One good thing about the flood of immigrants. ~d 
If rah. is that by incre35ing FrenchJCwT)··~ population. it i., 
big enough that ·we are not afraid 10 1each students to 
a,sen themscl\~ a,, Jews in the society -

Balanclng their comments 
Teachers in Swed"en, said Erica Josefson of 

Stockholm. can, say that. or do that. That's because one 

of S-..'Cden·s problems is that it doesn\ have very many 
Jews. 

·we only have one school and so all students are 
1oge1her.·said Josefson. "So we have tobe very careful to 
balance what we say so that we don, offend the religious 
and don, bun the non-religious.· 

Smaller countries also, said Geiman, have to be aware 
about how Jewish their students can be outside the 
classroom. - in our country, we're tolerated as a religion 
but not as a nationality. All agree that religion is okay. but 

~ 
they don't like it if you identify as pan ofanother culture. 
In Holland. we're all Dutch. Some may be of the Jewish 
faith. some of the Catholic faith. but nobody is pan of an 
ethnic group. A Jew is not a person who belongs 10 the 
Jewish people. only to the Jewish church community.· 

Heavy emphasis on Israel 
Having 10 deal with that European present and with the 

European past. explains why. in all the countries, heavy 
emphasis is put on Israel as the place fortheJewish future. 

·1t·s important for kids 10 see that there is a country in 
the world where there are a lot of Jewish children, where 
they can feel secure and that there is somewhere our 
children can tum. - says Josef son. 

Making <ure the kid\ofFuropeJmowabout l~raeland 
about things Jewish i.~.au the teachers agree. why they got 
mto teaching in the first place. 

Josef son herself w-a:, a young child when she came 10 
Sweden asa refugee of Naii Germany. "I bceamca teacher 
because I wanted to make sure Jewish luds ha\-e the 
possibillt) to learn about their religion and 10 be with 
other Jews in school Something.not possible when I was a 
hnle girl . -

"We do 11 becau.\C we all ha\-e todowhateverwccan lo 
make Judaism flourish.- said Geiman. -And to do that 
}'OU have 10 catch the youth. They are our life: they are the 
futurt-.-
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Celebrations 
KWAIT- COHEN 

Mr. and Mr.;. Robert Kwa1t of Pepper Pike announce 
the engagement of their daughter. Darcee Bence. to 
Randall Todd Cohen, son of Mr. and Mr, Richard 
Cohen of Beachwood. 

Miss K wait is a graduate of Ohio State University with 
a degree in ~pccch and hearing. She is a ma~ter\ degree 
candidate at Cle,eland State University in ,peech 
pathology. 

Mr. Cohen earned a bachelor's degree from Bradlcr 
Uru,ersity. He is employed at Lou Cohen Auto. Inc 

A March. 1988 wedding~ planned 

ADELSTEIN- COCHAND 
Mr. and Mrs. SamuelJ Adelstein of Shaker Heights 

announce the engagement of their daughter. Nancy. to 
Joseph Cochand ofCh'icago. 

Mr. Cochand. a graduate of lhe University of 
Wisconsin. is a sculptor and a graphic artist in Chicago 
where the couple will reside. Ms. Adelstein, also a 
graduate of the University of Wisconsin. is employed as a 
legal assistant with Rosenberg& Associates in Chicago. 

A July wedding is planned. 

MILLSTEIN-RUBENSTEIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Millstein of South Euclid 

announce the engagement of their daughter. Debra Rose. 
to Gerald Harvey R ubenstein. son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ronald Rubenstein of Pepper Pike. 

Ms. Millstein is a summa cum laude graduate of 
Edenboro University of Pennsylvania with a B.F.A. 
degn:e in communication graphics. She is employed at 
American Greetings Corp. 

Mr. R ubenstt1n earned a B.B.A. degree in accounting 
and finance from the U nivcrsity of Cincinnati. He is 
employed at F orchheimer and Einstein CPA ·s. 

A :'llovember wedding is planned. 

FANTASTIC 
BAT/BAA• 
MITZVAH 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND 
VIDEO. 

Mr. and Mn. Teny Gold 

GOLD-NOVEMBER 
Laurel Eileen Sovember. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 

Raymond R. November of Beachwood. and Terry Scott 
Gold. son of Gloria Gold of Beachwood and the late 
Marvin (Muny) Gold were marrie-0 recently at The Park 
Synagogue. Rabbi Kenneth Stem officiated. 

After a honei,moon in Hawaii. the couple are residing 
in Scottsdale. Ariz. 

PEARL- FRUM 
Mr. and Mn,. Alex Pearl of Beachwood announce the 

engagement of their daughter. Sherie Elame, to Howard 
N. Frum. sonofMr.andMrs. MikeFrumofBeachwood 

A summer 1987 wedding is planned 

~
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KRAUS-GREENBERG 
\fr and Mr.;. Arnold S Greenberg of Beachwood 

announce the marriage of thclJ' daughter. ,ancy Ann. to 
Keith Robert Kraus. son of William J . Kraus of Shaker 
Heights and the late Alyce Kraus. The a:remonywa, held 
on \iarch 22 at Fairmount Temple wuh Rabbi Da,1d 
Straus officiating. A reception foUowed at Michelle\ at 
Linderhaven. 

Mr.;. Kraus graduated from EndicotCollegein Bo~ton 
and is in the retailing field Mr Kraus graduated from 
Emol') College and Ca'>C Wc;,tcm Rel>Cne La~ School 
Heb an auorne} 

After a honeymoon in LasVegasandTahiti.thecouplc 
will reside in Clc\'eland. 

Bar/Bat Mitzvahs 
Julie Hmnetin. daughter 

of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie 
Hermelin of Mayfield 
Heights, tomorrow morning 
at Congregation Bcthaynu. 
J ulie will be twinned with a 
Soviet youth. Irina Stani
&la\'skay. daughter of Efri.m 
and Maya Stanislavskay of 
Kishinev. 

Suunne Raebel Provdtt, 
daughter of Theodore and 
Robena Provder of Olm
sted Falls. tomorrow morn
ing at Beth Israel-The West 
Temple 

Michael Leeson. son of 
Mr and Mrs Robert 
Leeson of South Euclid. 
tomorro~ morning at B'nru 
Je~hurun Congregation
The Temple on the He.ighlS. 

Julie Duuingtr, daugh 
ter of Mr and Mrs. Jeffre
Dall2'.inge.r of Beachwood 
tomorrow morning a 
Fairmount Temple. 

R achel Lindsey Kades, 
daughter of Denise Kades o 
Shaker Heights and Ken 
neth Kades, tomorro~ 
morning at Fairmoun 
Temple. 

Renee Sabrina Sch 
Wfflllff . daughter of Mr. ani 

Mrs. Richard Schwengcr c 
Lyndhurst. tomorrow morr 
ing at The Temple Chapel 

Cun Rostnthal. son c 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ro~r 
thal of Pepper Pile. 1omo1 
ro~ morning at Tempi 
Emanu El.. 

• CUSTOM MADE DRAPERIES 
• VERTICAL BLINDS Wt Oller 

• SOFTLIGHT SHADES PR~~g~,~TY 
• MINI BLINDS SHOP AT HOME 

• BALLOON SHADES SERVICE 

Fi=fJ.i=M•I 
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Insight 

Hebrew 
Schools 
Enrollment 
holds steady; 
student 
interest 
wanes 

B) ARU::-.'E FJI\E 

f llytuchera 
have no Idea how 
to control the 
cl ... andeam 
the kin' reepect. 
It lammchaoa 
lnmycl ... 
tor two hours 
every Monday , 
and Wednesday. 
Religious School 11udenl 

A recent article in the 'lie" York Times indicated that 
aflemoon Hcbre\\ School enrollment in the 1\N Yori. 
me1ropoh1an area \\;b ,1eadil> declining bcca~. -~oung 
Reform and Conser,,-auve Jc,.., were turning awa) from 
religion.· Whal 1s happening in Ne" York. apparent I) 
docs not mirror condiuon., );ere in C-lc\-cland. at lca;i in 

terms of number.;. What they share in common LS the 
problem of"tuming the kids on" 10 Jewish Studies when 
they do attend school 

According to Dr. Ga\Jict Obldman. Director of 
Instruction and Planning at the Bureau of Je\\i<h 
Educauon, -in Cle,eland during the mid-'0\ there "a' a 
decline in enrollment m after-!>Chool Hcbre\\ program, 
which was anributed 10 demographic, more than 
anythmgcbc Quue s1mpl). fam11tcs had fc\\erchildrcnof 
Hcbrc\\ ,chootage. Ho"'e,er. ,mcc 19,9 "'e ha,c noticed 
a stead~ mcrea>e in the number ol children a11ending 
aflcr-<.chool Hehrc\\ program, -

Goldman did note. howe,cr. that there LS a dram,lllc 
decrease m the number of children" hocon1inuctoa11end 
religious cla= once they arc either bar bat m111,·a or 
confirmed "The challenge no" i, 1od~1gn programs for 
these kids tha! arc useful. re\\arding and can Leep thml 
interested in Jc" i,,h ,tudies. • 

D r. David Saber. D1rcc1or of 'Education of Beth 
Torah. is keenly a\\are of hi, >tuden~· negati\e a1111udcs 
10wards afternoon Hebrew School. Beth Torah is a 
religious school comprised of ,1udenh from Par!.. 
Synagogue. Beth Am and B'nai Jeshurun. SalcLer note,,, 
"Our biggcs1 problem is not dcclinrng enrollment. but 
moti\atmg and disciplining the kids once they arc here. 
We realize after a" hole da) of ,ccularschool. 11 1, hard for 
these kids 10 scnle do"'n for another l"o hour.; of 
ms1ruc11on 

• Also. there 1s much compe1111on for a child\ ume. • 
adds SalC?er. - Kids" ant 10 panic1pa1e m acti, 111c,,,such as 
sport.,. dance. mu,1c and drama cla>..c,.· Sometimes. 
parenu even ,uppon those choices o,cr rchgiou, -chool 
educatton. "I once had a parent ask for a six-"cck 
sabbatical for her child ,o he could take break dance 
lessons.· he sa,d. 

Low1lalu1 
Salc7er add,. "Our oth<"r problem i, the shonage of 

trained Hebre\\ teacher, "illing to \\Ork e1gh1 hours a 
week. Le1\ face it. the Job of being a Hcbrc"' teacherisnot 
held m high e,1ccm Parent, don't sa,. ·Some da~ I hope 
my child gro..,, up to be a Hcbre"' teacher 'hJWil doe.n't 
car'} the status of large ~alar) posiuons. • 

Mona Seni..for. Director of Temple Emanu El\ 
RehgioUJa Dcpanmcnt. note, that like other -choob. her 
H cbre\\ school program has been forced to bend 10 the 
schedules of her Hebrew school stll<knts \(l a, 10 lccp 
them motivated. These include a m1d\\celc four-hour 
Hebrew program: Saturda~ or Sunda) one-hour 
program; and. in special circumstances. indi1.idual 
1u1ori.al a, different opuons for bar or bat m1t/\1I 
prc,paranon. 

Judy Lichtig. Relig,ousSchool DirectorofFairmoun1 
Temple. i, all 100 familiar "uh the cntical shortage of 
well-trained Hebrc" teachers. -we are \\Orking on a 
program 10 a11ract students at Case Western Reserve 
Um,ersit) "ho ha,c a solid Hcbf'e\\ foundauon.10 come 
10 Fairmount T emplc and teach classes for us.· she says. 
Also. -we have hired bab)oiner, foneachers \\ailh )Dung 
children ,o 1h:11 the) "'ill be able to teach HcbrC\\ and 
rchg1ou, cta,\C\. • 

In terms of numbers. afternoon H ebre\\ 
,chool enrollment tn Ck:,cland <cems 10 be 
hold mg 11, "" n. I he tncl.. ho\\e,er. is 10 male 
the mo,t of the opponunit~ of ha, ing 1tie-e 
kid, for t\\0 10 four hou,... a "eek and 
cncourJgmg them to dc,clopa health) l'Cltpcc1 
and interest in the Hebre\\ language.• 

Dr Goldman ..a,,. ·1 feel there t, an 
unhmucd potcnual 1n the afternoon Hebre" 
,choob lo mom ale and reach th~ kid< It is 
up to educ:a1or, 10 remember that d you can 
turn them off in one :.cssion. you can also tum 
1 hem on in one -,e,,ion. • 

J ud!!inl,! from the angl') reac11on, of man) 
kid, currcnll) enrolled m Hebrcv. .,chool,. 
ho"e,er. educator\ -.eemto ha,etheirworl.cut 
out for them. Something 1> \Cl) \\rong "'hen 
\ludcnh frcel, admu. "l\.h teachers ha,e no 
idea h0\\ to contrt>I lhccla~and cam the I.ids' 
rcspcc1. It i!- ma,, chaos ,n m) cla,, for I\\O 

hour\e,er,,· \1onda, and\V.-Jn~-..da, Someof 
the l.1d\ u:1uall\ If\. to malz the teacher en -
and ,he doc,." Other, ,-.s~. "mpl~. ·1 hate 11 
( Ucble\\ Schooll 11·, a c<>mpletc \\J,tc of 
urnc.· 

'Parents don't..,, 
'Some day I hope 
my child grow• up 

lobe• ' Hebrew teacher ... 
Or. DaYkl Salc:zer, 

Director of Education, 
Beth Torah 

,: -~· .~ 

What helps? Parents who care, Jewish camps, travel to Israel 
B} ARLESE FINE 

Wuh 2lr. or it< local budget allocated for Jc,-i,h da) 
ichoolsand ,upplemenllll Hcbre" 1ns1rucuon. tl1cJe,.,-h 
Commumt) Fcderatton has a financ,al as well as 
phil0<0phical ,take ,n Jc,.,sh cducatton 

In 1981. an 1ntcn.,i,c Mud\ on Jc\\1,h educ..illon \\,h 

conducted. suggcsung \\11)" to strengthen ,uppkmental 
(after school) Heb..,,. instruction The rcpon <trcs...d the 
importllnc:c of impro, ,ng teacher tro,mna 1cchnique.ond 
of enhaooog supplemental Hcbrc" school through 
"bc}ond the classroom· programming. 1 hi, included 
gcttrng parent< in, ol,ed in famil)· education programs 
and encouraging ,1udenh to r,,nic,patt in rclig10"' 
retreat e,pcrien=. Jcwi.,h camp opportumt""'- )Oulh 
group<and the l>rarl lnc:cnti,-e S,l\in,s Plan 

Parental ,n,ol,emen1 in supplemental Hebt-cl' school 
aCIJ\11ies once meant dm10g ,n lhc Hebrc\\ ichool 
carpool and makmg the approrna~ bar bat mill'a 
arrangements But. mer the P."' le" )Cllf\. that paucm 
ha, begun "' change and parent\ ha,c bc:comc mnrc 
in\Ohcd Temple Emanu El. for cxamplo. ha., ,pcc,al 
cl:wc, dcs,gntd for parenh 10 stud\ Hebrc\\ ,dunit """ 

1heir children ,\ho. parcn1>arc encouraged 10 goonclas-, 
r.eld trill'. to attend famtl) "'"'"'and a"ard program,. 
and 10 r,,niapate tn clam scder,, 

Barry Shragc. a»Ociate d1rcc1or of Fcckrauon !,II)>. 

"\\ e lnn" ho" crucial it istobringparcnl\on bo,;u-dcarl) 
and make them lull partner, ,n their ch,ldrcn\ Hcbrc\\ 
education It docs no J!ood. lore"-'lmplc. for kkh to le.am 
about Shabbat and \lUd) hohda) ri1uab -.hen thc!.e 
e,cnt~ arc ,gnorcd a1 home By cduc::uing parent, ,n 
seminar, and v.ork,hop, and getting them d1rcctl) 
1n\ol,-ed ,n their kid\Jcv.1,hcducat1on. the ~ttuauon can 
1mpm,e dramaticalh • 

!he Jc""h campc,pcr,encc "al,u -.ccn a, a \Ital hnk 
between"""' is 111ugh1 1n ,upplemcntal Hcbrc-- "'hool 
and a child\ attitude tm,ard, that material Shmgc 
c,pb1n, that 1n,tcad of parent, opt1n, lo -.end their 
ch,ldrcn 1,,-umme,c.,mr m Maine. it ,.,lUld he hettrr lur 
them 10 cotwder a JO\< l>h camrc~pc,,mc.'C Camp Wisc. 
Cal"'p R,1m;th. Camp '-tone and Yob, C'"mp,, to name a 
le,. a<ll\ch 1n,ol,e)·•Ungcr.1natn1•1Jc"1,hsc:ttmgthat 
"p;<n of lhc fun 

" \\ nen 11 ,hild " an ao1,c l"'"""J'lnl m a 1r.>d11 unal 

Shalbbat upcncnc:c at a Je""h camp. he co~ •"a) 
\\1th a •er) <pccial foel,ng about Shabbal and Judaism 
that can \II) ,-uh him for a \Cr) lnngtime.-'>")>Cltarlcs 
Ratner. who. together v.·uh James Retch. is co-<ha,rman 
of the Joint Fcdcra1ion Congregational Plenum. 

The ultimate cducauonal enrichment upcricncr for 
most kidsattcnd,nl!,urrlcmental Hebrc,.-chool,"a tnp 
lo hracl. and. for that purpo,c. the Israel loc:cothc 
Sa\lnl!' Plan "3.' 1ruttated tn 1980 The plan is a 
Federation family ,chool panncr,hip to sa,c mone) 
to,.ard an Israel leam1111! expcncncc for )0ungs1tr1 

The number.;, indicate. ho\\c,er. that the"inornti,c"i< 
not nactl) "ide.pread 

C'urrcntl}. there arcS63out ofa po,,,1blc4.909cbildren. 
enrolled in the "racl lnccnti,c Sa,ings Plan hett This 
wmcs to barcl) 12"' nf the thgtblc ..chool papulaunn 
4Sr ol 1ho,e enrolled arc membc.- nl Reform 
,) nai,:oguc,: the other 65', arc from On hod.ox. 
Cnn""'111i,e and communal 'oChool,. Of the teen, on the 
l,racl ln<'Cnll\C Sa,m~ r1an ,;~ group. ·1c-,, th.on 2:,-; 
bclont1 to youth grouJI> (hc,1c) and on~ half of thc-,c arc 
.ictt,ch 1R\ohcd." accnrdmi, to a rcpon or the \outh 
C'mm,;1>,1on made ta the Fcdcra11on ,n 19~ 



CJ N WORLD NEWSLINE 
Victory for Orthodox 
in far-off communities 

HONG KONG(JT A) Onhodo:dudnismachicvcda 
rn inor victory in this unlikcl) venue here Sunday "hen 
rabbis from around the Pacific region rcsohed to 
su.bordinate themselves balachically 10 !ht (Onhodox) 
M elbournc and Sydney Batci Din ( religious court.s), 

The rabbis. from such far-off commun1ttcs as 
S ingapore and Tokyo. decided to submit all their 
conversions and divorces to thc,,ceccles1astical courts for 
halachic endorsement. 

The rabbis. meeting under the auspice!> of the Asia 
P;icif~ J~w~,~ A,<soc:13oon (APJA). founded their own 
rabbu11c fraternity and said it "ould be open to all 
member, agreeing to accept the Australian Batei Dm\ 
au thority. 

Rabb, Michael Schudrich ofT n~yo. a graduate of the 
(Conscrvativc)Jc,-ish Theological Seminary of America, 
said: •1 care about my con,1:m. I want them to be 
recogni,ed intunationally.· He expressed confidence 
lhat hi. own teaching program for would-be con,em 
"ould meet the Au.<tralian Batci Din"s n,qwrcments 

Campaign to combat drug abuse 
JERUSALEM (JT A)- Thc AI--Sam Association 

"hich combats drug abu.sc has launched " national 
campaign 10 educate tloc public to the problem. This 
follo11,s a s1,r,·ey by the g,-oup which sh0\\c:d tlut between 
10.000 to 20.000 adults iin Israel use drugs rcgubrl) and 
about 10% or youths. between ages 14-18. use drugs at 
least once. 

The Tel Aviv municipality's youth division recently 
conducted its own survC) among800 young rcsidcnisor 
impoverished neighl>orhoods. ltfound2l% uscddrug.sor 
come from (amilies of d:rug addicts. 

P ublic alarm was aroused last wecl: when cusioms 

inspcctoN at Ben Gurion Airport caught a person 
smuggling crack. a cheap derivative of cocaine. into the 
country for the first time. 

Israeli gas mask firm may sue 
TEL AVIV (JTA}-An hr...,~ firm said Tues.day it 

\lould sue the l .S Arm) for ~uddenli· canctlling.an S8 
million order forga., ma,,ksaft<tthelir.t consignment" a, 
dcli,ered. According to Mcnahcm Kalir. gcn.:ral 
manager of Rahint~ Industries in Bet Shean. the 
cam:ellation "as a reprisal for Jonathan Pollard's sp) 
act,, uies in th< U.S 

Kalir denied a, "ba.<elcss • the Arm1·"s claim that the 
cont met""' terminated bccauseoflatedch,eries Hesa1d 
the canc:cllauon order was rec::ei> cd immcdiarely after the 
lir,t batch or mask, was re,::ei,od in the l., .S. C2rly tn 
March. 

Kalir '3id hi> firm in,cstcd S2 m1lhon 10 produce the 
ma.,h. Canc:cllationofthecontract may force1hcplantto 
close do" n. adding mass unemployment toth<troublesof 
Bet Shean. a development to"-n. he l>aid. 

Eban declines envoy offer 
TEL AVIV (JT A}- Abba Eban has politely declined a 

proposal that he becot'J\e Israel's next Ambassadorto the 
U nitcd States, a post he held with distinction from 1950 to 
19S9. 

The suggestion was made by Likud MK Eliahu Bcn
Elissar las~ "eek that one of the three former ell'voys to 
Washington no" in the Knesset be named to succeed the 
current Ambassador Meir Rosenne, inasmuch as Labor 
and Likud have been unable to agroe on a ,uccessor. In 
addition 10 Eban, the)' arc Sirncha Dinitz and Moshe 
Arens. 

Asked by an Israel Radio reporter if he would take the 
job, Eban replied. "No. thanks." The same response is 
expected from Dinit1.and Arens. 
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IDF planes hit terrorist targets 
TEL AVIV (JT A)- lsrael A.it Force planes attacked 

terronst targets south of Sidon Monday morning and 
returned safely 10 their bases.. a military spokesman 
announced. The aHaclc "as the second since Friday and 
the nin1h in Lebanon since the beginning of the year 

h_ follo'"cd the firing of Kat}'U>ha rockets into Upper 
Galilee Sunday and several hostile aetsagainst IDF units 
in the South Lebanon security zone o\'cr the wc:e.kcnd'. 

The !Jlrgcts were described as buildings" hich SCr\'ed as 
tcrronst headquarters for planmng auacks on Israel and 
a; an arms storage depot. 

Canada provided Nazis safe haven 
TOR O'ICTO (JT A)- Evidence of Canadian 

participation in clfons to provide safe haven for c,,rtain 
l\a7js right after World War If is contained in an 
unpublished section of the Deschenes CommtSSion's 
report on Nari wur criminals in Canada. presented to the 
Rou.sc of Commons last week. 

A study done for the Deschenes Commission by 
researcher Att Rodd could be embarrassing for Ottawa 
on SC\'cral counts. ft outlines Canada's willing 
participation in a British-U.S. plan 10 settle ~rman 
scicntists. ltl3n) of them active ~azis, in Canada, tbc U.S. 
and Britain 10 keep Lhe-m out ofSo\'ict bands. 

Rodel is said to have found evidence, though not 
conclusi,-e. that Brit6h and American in1elli~ may 
ha,1: spirited known 'lazi collaborators out or Easlem 
Europe iruo Canada. without the government's 
knowledge. in order tocstablish anti-So,iet spy networks. 

Survivors protest Herzog's visit 
JERUSALEM (JTA}-Avinadav Lippa and Gabi 

Weissman. Holocaust survivors. demonstrated here 
Monday against President Ch.aim Henog·sstatc ,isit 10 
West Germany next month. 
. Wearing the striped garb of concentration camp 
inmates. they pick.etod outside the Binyanei Haooma 
con,cntion h:,.11 \lhere a Jerusalem district court is 
convened for the trial of alleg,:d war criminal John 
Demjanjuk. 

B'nai Jeshurun Congregation 
The Temple of the Heights 

pret eot, 

A CABARET CONCERT 

The Officers and Boards of the 

Bureau of Jewish Education 
Cleveland College of Jewish Studies 

Jewish Community Center of Cleveland 
Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland 

Sunday, March 29, 1987 - 7:30 p.m. 

featuring 

Herschel and Judy Fox 

TIier• 1,a very few young per1ormen today wllo glv• you the flra and 
flavor of Ille great J-lsh artlsla, vaudevllle perlormen and cantors of 
Jftteryear. Henchel and Judy Fox are the ffl09t exciting husband and wife 
team performing in the Jewish Idiom In America today. 

Rosenthal Auditorium 
Tickets: Patrons $25.00 - General Seating $10.00 

B'NAI JESHURUN CONGREGATION 
27501 Fairmount Boulffard, Pepper Pike, Ohio 44124 

For llclrell and furlh« Informal/on, plnse can tha Temple off/ca 831~$5 

cordially invite you to attend an 

Autograph Party 
honoring 

LIBBIE BRAVERMAN 

on the 
publication 

of her 
book 

LIBBIE 

Tuesday evening, March 31, 1987 
8:00 - 9:30 p.m. 

at 

Cleveland College of Jewish Studies 
26500 Shaker Boulevard 
Beachwood, Ohio 44122 

R.S.V.P. 464-4050 Dessert Reception 



Premier Industrial Foundation 
4500 EUCLID AVENUE 

CLEVELAND. OHIO 44103 

April 27, 1987 

Memo to : Planners of Proposed Mandel Initiative -
Jewish Education/Jewish Continuity 

From: Carol K. Willen, Program Officer 

Subject: Meeting on May 29, 1987 

This is t o confirm that we will meet at the .Jewish Community 
Federation of Cleveland on Friday, May 29, 1987, to continue 
our discussions regarding a proposed Mandel Initiative in the 
field of Jewish education/Jewish continuity. 

The meeting is scheduled to begin at 10:30 a.m. Please note 
that this represents a change; the meeting had originally 
been called for 12:00 noon. Under the new arrangement, we 
expect to adjourn by 2:30 p.m. 

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting. If you are unable 
to attend, please notify me as soon as possible at (216) 391- 8300, 
Ext. 2339. 

Distribution: John Colman 
Seymour Fox 
Stephen Hoffman 
Ann Klein 
Jack Mandel 
Joseph Mandel 
Morton Mandel 
Charles Ratner 
Arthur Rotman 
Carmi Schwartz 
Barry Shrage 
Jonathan Woocher 
Henry L. Zucker 





April 28 , 1987 

Dear Carol , 

These are the articles I mentioned . I thi nk you 
will find them interesting . I am also enclosing 
an updated copy of the paper you already received 
(Pages 15-18 are most relevant to the personnel 
issue) . 

Sincerely ,, 



• 

The Effective School 
Research Literature 

By David Shluker 

Jewish education can benefit g~arly l:,y utilizing tM daJa from research in g~rol 
education about effeaiveness and school improveme11l. 

Introduction 
Success is usually equated with effectiveness. For that 

reason, the ever-growing body of effective sch~l research 
literature emerging in the field of generaJ educanon over the 
past decade or so bas important implications for Jewish 
cducat0rs interested in making their schools more successful. 

To be sure, effectiveness has long been a "hot topic" in 
Jewish education. The Fall 1986 issue of JESNA's Trtnds, 
·~temativc Models and Strategics for Jewish Supplementary 
Schools," for example, noted that while supplementary 
schools arc the predominant form of Jewish education in the 
United States today, the most critical problem they face is 
the lack of effectiveness. 

Day school effectiveness, too, while cenain.ly oot a critical 
problem - with day schools seen as a b~ght spot. on.~ 
boriz.on - is, nonetheless, an important issue. While 11_ IS 

generaJly acknowledged by Jewish educators and community 
leaders that day schools provide an intensive program of 
Jewish studies and the overall quality of the Jewish (not to 
mention genetal) education in these schoo~ ~ ~y bi~, 
it is aJso apparent that there is ~t vananon 10 quali~. 
Indeed many community leaders voice concern about quahty 
control in their local day schools. They expect the schools 
to provide c:ffcctivc and efficient educational p~ ~ high 
quality which meet the needs of all studen!5, Articul~non ?f 
this concern has been increasing steadily, especially 10 

Federation circles. This is., in pan, a result of the 
account.ability movement and evaluation trends in general 
education, and, without doubt, motivated in view of increased 
allocations to day schools by an interest in achjeving stronger 
quality/funding linkage. 

The effective school rcscarcb literature, therefore, may have 
much to contnbute to Jewish education. As we shall see, it 
identifies specific criteria/factors whose presence or absence 
make some schools more, or Jess effective. ln my estimation, 
Jewish educators interested in improving their schools will 
find the literature of great benefit in helping them identify 
the areas to look at when evaluating their schools and 
implementing improvement programs. 

For those interested in an in-depth study of the movement, 
which some have already called a "religion,'' there is a wealth 
of infonnation. 1n addition to the effective school research 
studies themselves, there are a number of excellent 
comprehensive historical summaries with full bibliographies 

Rabbi Sbluker is Direcror, Dq,artmenz of Co,,unw,iry Con
sultarion and Planning, JESNA. 

and critical analyses. Moreover, there are monographs. entire 
issues of major educational journals, as well as books devoted 
to the research. There is even a periodical, The E/ftai~ 
School &port. 

Since lhe literature is voluminous and the issues dealt with 
complex, this article will provide a preliminary overview. It 
includes a brid history, comments about the research designs, 
a listing of different criteria fonnulations and an enumeration 
of the strengths and weaknesses for those who have not been 
exposed as yet to the research. While serving as an 
introduction for the other articles in this issue, it is hoped 
that it will also stimulate an interest in exploring the research 
more fully. The authors of the articles which follow will have 
the task of relating the effective school literature to Jewish 
education. 

Definitions and Background 
A word or two about effeaiwuss and its close cousin 

qficimcy. In the simplest terms, effeaiveness is "doing the 
right things" and qficiency is "doing those things right." Since 
there may be some confusion between these two often 
confused terms which are interrelated opposite sides of the 
same coin, Michael Scriven's comments are helpful. He notes 
that effectiVOtess usually refers to goal achievement and 
success, while qficiency, which is more of a micro-notion 
than effeaivenus, implies the absence of wastage for a given 
ompnt! • Elficiency can be increased by increasing the output 
for a given input. 

It is difficult to say exactly when the effective school 
research movement began, although historians of the 
movement suggest it began with the M>rk of F.dmonds and 
Brookover in the 1970's. 

Until the mid-1960's educators felt that they were capable 
of reacbmg children from all backgrounds if they bad adequate 
resources. Up until that time most school impl'OYCIDCDt efforts 
focused either on upgrading the quality of educational 
resources or on improving the organization of schools, with 
little effort devoted to studying the best use for the resources. 
A number of studies, panicularly the Coleman Report (1966), 
concluded, among other things, that the major factors in 
achievement came from family background as measured by 
socioccooomic levels and race. lnput factors (teacher salaries, 
library volumes, per pupil expenditures, size of science labs, 
years of &culty cxperieooe etc.) had virtually no relation to 
achiCYCIDCllt, and schools bad liale effect on achieYc:mcnt after 
these two other findings were controlled. While many 
concluded, based on Coleman, that schools did DOl make a 



diffcrencc. other researchers were unconvinced that his results 
or that the culture of poverty thesis were valid.2 

In response, researchers moved in several directions, using 
student achievement as a significant outcome measure and 
analyzing alterable variables and school processes towards 
new efforts to show that schools really do make a difference. 

Research 
Several aspects of the research arc relevant. 
First, the research methods varied - the two most 

significant designs involved case and outlier studies: 
... Case studies were of disadvantaged schools identified as 

particularly successful. ~r's study, Inner-City Quldrm 
Can Ek Taughr To Read - Four Successful Schools (1971), 
is considered to be the prototype of the effective school 
study; 

... Owlier studies, Austin (1978), were of high-achieving low 
income schools and low-achieving high income schools. 
("Outlier" is a 'statistical term which, in our case, indicates 
certain schools that score much higher or lower than \\00.ld 
typically be expected.) The effective schools arc positive 
outliers. 

Second, the overall direction of the research is evolving: 
- The thrust of the research in the first stages was to show 

that some schools have overcome the effects of low 
social class. The implication was that others could do 
so if they adopted practices consistent with the 
characteristics of the effective schools. 

- The current research in assessing and in building on 
the first stage focuses on a number of areas, among 
them the problems of defining an effective schooP, 
deciding on the appropriate goals and objectives, 
measuring objectives other than basic achievement, 
improving the quality of empirical studies, understand
ing processes of educational and organizational change, 
establishing causal relationships among variables, and 
refining the models used to explain the ~ of school 
effectiveness. 

The Effective School Factors 
Now let us turn to our main interest. 1be research literature 

has identified a long list of factors associated with the effective 
schools studied. Here are a few short versions where factors 
arc similar but ordered differently. 

Long ago Edmonds (1976), for example, listed the criteria 
of effective schools emerging from his research: 
... strong administrative leadership; 
... high expectations for children's achievement; 
... orderly atmosphere conducive to learning; 
... emphasis on basic skill acquisition; 
... frequent monitoring of pupil progress. 

Another more recent short version by Bossert (1985): 
... a school climate conducive to learning; 

... the expectation among teachers that all students can 
achieve; 

... an emphasis on basic slcills instruction and high levels of 
student time-on-task; 

... a system of clear instructional objectives for monitoring 
and assessing students' performances; 

... a school principal who is a strong programmatic leader 
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and who sets goals. maintains student discipline, frequently 
observes classrooms and creates incentives for learning. 

And yet another, the widely distributed recent government 
publication What Hbrks (1986): 
.. . vigorous instructional leadeTShip; 

. .. a principal who makes cle.ar, consistent and fitir decisions; 

. .. an emphasis on discipline and a safe, orderly environment; 

... instructional practices that focus on basic slcills and 
academic achievement; 

... collegiality among teachers. in support of student 
achievement; 

... teachers with high expectations that all their students can 
and will learn; 

... frequent review of student progress. 

Purkey and Smith (1983) warn us to be aware in ad"3DCC 
that the literature has "captured educators and the public's 
fancy by reducing disparate literature to simple recipes for 
school improvement." They note that while summary lists 
have appeared, researchers do not always find the same 
features to be characteristic of effective schools, even when 
considering basically the same literature. 

Austin (1979) whose list is quite long, also warns us that 
dealing with the factors may be complicated. He notes that 
the major finding is that there is no one factor that accounts 
for a school being classified as exceptional. Instead, there 
is a critical mass of positive factors which, when put together, 
make the difference. All factors are not found in each school. 
but are characteristic of the group as a whole: 
.. . strong principal leadership; 

... stroog principal participation in the classroom instructional 
practice and in actual teaching; 

. . . higher expectations of the principal for student and teacher 
performance advancement; 

... more control by the principal over the functioning of the 
school, curriculum, program and staff; 

... greater experience and more pertinent education in the 
roles of principals, teachers and teacher aides; 

... teachers were rated as warmer, more responsive and 
showing more emphasis on cognitive development in 
classes that did not involve direct reading instruction as 
well as in reading classes; 

... teachers expected more children to graduate from high 
school, to go to college, to become good readers and good 
citizens; 

... teachers were more satisfied with opportunities to try new 
things, they were free to choose teaching techniques in 
response to individual pupil needs; 

. .. more satisfactory parent-teacher relationships; 

... job responsibilities for the teacher aides included working 
across all grade levels with primarily small, low ability 
groups; 

... close involvement of teachers and para-professionals with 
pupils; 

... schools had a longer instruction day; 

... in evaluation, the teacher relied almost completely on 
teacher-developed tests and teacher judgments of student 
achievement; 
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.,. ... more positive sclf-a,ncq,t and a feeling of controlling their 
own destiny observable as early as grade three on part of 
children. 

The multiplicity of factors and lists leads to comparisons 
and underscores some of lhe problems in utilizing the 
research. For aample, Tomlinson (1980) agrees with 
Edmonds (1979) that a common purpose and clear goals 
together with instructional leadership from the principal 
contribute to school effectiveness. He differs, however, in 
adding, among other factors, efficient use of classroom ti.me 
and using parents or aides to help keep children on task. 
Austin's (1979, 1981) factors include some that arc similar to 
Edmonds', but Austin also includes principals who had been 
elementary school teachers and who recruit their own staffs, 
experienced, tenured teachers, and schools that encourage 
direct instruction (Purkey and Smith, 1983). 

Scholarly efforts are being made to analp.e and consolidate 
the research data. Murphy et al (1985) not only provides a. 
comprehenswivc review of the movement, including analyses 
of strengths and weakness and suggestions for utilization by 
state and federal officials, but provides several overall 
classification systems for the seemingly endless list of factors. 
He points out that during the first era of the movement efforts 
were dCYOted to uncovering the characteristics of effective 
schools. The primary thrust of the second era of school 
effectiveness was in organizing these functions and factors 
into local groupings for policy and program development. 

One researcher, for example, Hersch, uses fourteen major 
effectiveness factors under two beadings as follows: 

school 
- clear academic and social behavioral goals, 
- order and discipline, 
- high expectations, 
- teacher efficacy, 
- pervasive caring, 
- public rewards and incentives, 
- administrative leadership, 
- community suppon; 

classroom 
- high academic learning time, 
- frequent and monitored homework, 
- frequent monitoring of student progress, 
- tightly coupled curricuJum, 
- variety of teaching strategies, 
- opportunities for student responsibilities. 

Purkey and Smith (1985) list thirteen major effectiveness 
factors under two categories -~ and process. Murphy 
(1985) and his colleagues list founeen major factors under 
three headings - technology, environment and climaie. 

Strength and Weakness 
While the movement has received widespread acceptance, 

careful analysts identify a number of methodological problems 
- some of which are being addressed by the second stage 
of research - which include, but are not limited, to the 
following: 

... research has been confined almost exclusively to 
elementary schools; 

... the research base is small; 

... very few longitudinal studies; 

... effectiveness factors and components of each factor need 
to be specified more clearly; 

... a lack of connection between effective school factors and 
established theoretical frameworks; 

... a lack of lc:nowledge as to both the content of specific 
courses and the overall educational package received by 
students in effective schools; 

... problems in blending related research findings; 

... most effix:tive school studies have been conducted in urban 
schools; 

... studies of effective schools have primarily used academic 
achievement in reading and mathematics as the criterion 
for success; 

... almost all effective schools use standardized tests to 
measure achievement; 

. .. a lack of clarity in terminology with terms such as 
instructional leadership, and learning climate; 

... a premature application of findings and an over-apansion 
of the school effectiveness rubric; 

... lack of clarification relating to the strong instructional 
leadership role of the principal; 

. .. preoccupation with internal school factors to the exclusion 
of political and environmental variables that can often 
affect leadership and organizational outcomes. 

Notwithstanding these weaknesses, tv.--o of the prime 
analysts, Purkey and Smith (1983), had this to say: 

Having expressed our reservations about the available 
research and writing on school effectiveness, we 
nevenheless find a substantive case emerging from the 
literature. There is a good deal of common sense to the 
notion that a school is more likely to have relatively high 
reading or math scores if the staff agreed to emphasize 
those subjects, a.re serious and purposeful about the task 
of teaching, expect students to learn, and create a safe and 
comfonable environment in which students accurately 
perceive the school's expectations for academic success 
and come to share them. Such a mixture of characteristics 
creates a climate that v.ould encourage, if not guarantee, 
success in any endeavour, from teaching dance to building 
a winning football team to improving children·s knowledge 
of American bistory ... tbus, we are not arguing that the 
current research on effective schools is useless or 
irrelevant. However, adoption of the characteristics 
suggested by this review or by others is unlikely to work 
in all schools;may not v.ork as expected in many schools, 
and may in fact be counterproductive in some schools. 

This is what they wrote in 1985: 
. .. we have expressed reservations about the research on 
which the effective school movement is based. Our 
criticisms and those raised by others which suggest that 
educators should approach school effectiveness prescrip
tions cautiously, have failed to dampen state and local 
education agencies' enthusiasm for the effective school 
movement. Yet, that enthusiasm is not inappropriate. 
Although much basic research remains to be done, ... the 
existing research is sufficiently consistent to guide school 
improvement based on its conclusions. In the meantime, 
school improvement projects based on that literature, 
flawed as it is, should be encouraged. Through the 
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experience of trying to rurn around academically inef
fective schools, researchers and practitioners can learn 
more about the nature of those variables that are associated 
with effective schools and gain a clear understanding of 
causality. 

A Closing Word 
This overview has concluded with supportive comments 

- with which I concur - from two of the movement's critics. 
Since others will be relating the research to Jewish education. 
as a transition I would like to make an observation in light 
of a recent article by Susan Rosenholtz (1986). 

While acknowledging the principal's role as the key factor 
in the effective school, she highlights the teacher factor as 
crucial for success. Rosenholtz notes that a major problem 
in the operation of inner-city schools is that good teachers 
are difficult to recruit and retain because the rewards of 
teaching do not . outweigh the frustrations. Principals of 
effective schools, she says, have a mission to improve srudent 
learning, and the certainty that these goals can be achieved 
is conveyed through their actions. They include recruiting top 
teachers who have similar goals, which ensures that their 
efforts are directed toWards raising srudent achievement, 
monitoring academic progress and providing the opportunities 
to establish strategies to achieve instructional goals. 

In view of the personnel crisis in Jewish education, Rosen
holtz touches the heart of the issue for Jewish education. 
Training, recruiting and retaining a cadre of Jewish educators 
who have the abilities, skills and motivation to do the job 
in light of the many challenges and frustrations in the field, 
is a major hurdle that bas not yet been faced adequately by 
Jewish lay leadership. Can the best instructional leader set 
goals, evaluate achievement, build climate, without a well
trained and motivated staff? This is not a question but a 
challenge which cannot be set aside if the effective school 
research is to have meaning for Jewish education. 

Notts 

I. It may be a platitude, but we need to appreciate this distinction 10 
understand Geoffrey Sock's statement that "supplemental schools are 
not automatically less effective than inu:nsive schools. ~shivot. and day 
schools; they an: simply less efficient." The correctness of this stalelIICIII 
~uld depend on ooe's go.ils for the supplementary school, a discussion 
weU beyond lhe scope of this article. 

2. Austin (1979) notes that "Coleman is not saying that schools don't make 
a di fferencc. His report indicated that if )00 compare children who have 
had no schooling with those who have bad schooling, schooling has a 
great and imponant effect oo all socioecooomic levels. His writing 
indicates that when )'0\1 loo.le for differences in the effect of schooling 
between schools, it is difficult IO identify school-related variables that 
account for the observed differences. Th.is is different from saying 
schooling has no effect." 

3. The complexity of the issues being addressed in the second sr.age of the 
research is made clear by Rowan (1985). when he suggests that there 
is no unifurm definition of an effective school. He says tha! definitions 
and measures of effectiveness follow from one's theory of evaluation, 
which can be defined in many ways. 
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Some eva.hwors lend IO focus on measures of the instructional outl:OIDCS, 
panicularly basic skills, when assessing school effectiveness. Othen, 
taking a broader view of school effectiveocss, tend to concentrate on a 
number of measures relating to internal organizatiooal survival. 

This means that for those who measure effectiveness in terms of 
instructional ouu:omcs the effective school factors (e.g.. strong 
instructional leadetship role by the principal, positive school c:limalc, 
de.) identified by the research a.re efficieoc:y &ctors which promoce those 
ends. For those viewing effectiveness in tenns of inter~rganizational 

bcaltb and swvival, those same c:fficieoc:y factors are ends in themselves. 
This point is of special significance for Jewish schools. because bow 
we teach and relate and the role models we present are as imponanr as, 
if oot more imponant than what we teach. 
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What Works: 
Implications for Jewish Education 

By Mordecai H. Le~ittes 

The United States Department of Education recently issued 
a booklet called What Works: Research AbouJ Teaching and 
Leaming which promises to do for education in the decades 
ahead what Benjamin Spock did for baby care in the previous 
generation. (For free copies write to: What Works, Pueblo 
California 81009.) The foreword contains a quotation from 
a letter by James Madison, " Knowledge will forever govern 
ignorance; and a people who mean to be their own governors 
must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives." 

The repon is intended for parents and adults interested in 
the education of children, as well as for principals, teachers 
and school board members. It is based on the writings of well
known authors like J. Piaget, B. Bettelheim, J. Coleman, B. 
Bloom, J. Chall and on painstaking research in the areas of 
reading, writing, mathematics, science, history and foreign 
language. To paraphrase Maimonides, "It speaks in the 
language of the layman"; it avoids jargon and pedaguese. It 
works. 

What are some of the implications for Jewish education? 

Home 
a) Parents are their children's first and most influenlial 

teachers. (Page 7). 
We might add, /cal ve-1:wmer in Jewish education! 

Unfonunately, American mothers spend on average less than 
30 minutes a day talking, explaining or reading with their 
children; fathers less than 15 minutes. 

The home is cenainly basic for the religious development 
of the child. The Jewish neshamah is nourished by home 
observance. Shopping with the child for the Sabbath, 
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decorating the table for Shabbat and Yom Tov, dropping a 
coin in the charity box, Ughting the candles, reciting the 
blessings over wine and bread, observing the holidays, home 
prayers - these are most significant. Research has shown 
a high correlation between observance of the dietary laws and 
later affiliation of the individual with the synagogue and with 
Jewish communal organizations. 

In addition, reading books with Jewish content, storytelling, 
singing Israeli songs, listening to recording of Bible tales are 
important joint activities for parent and child .. Materials 
such as Home Stan are now available so that the activity 
becomes a source of joy rather than an unpleasant chore. 

Independent reading at home of books with Jewish content 
as well as children's literature should be encouraged. Children 
of all ages should have an opponunity to borrow appropriate 
books from classroom libraries and from school and public 
libraries. Here indeed is a wonhwhile project for the PTA: 
to equip each classroom with colorful and absorbing Jewish 
books which the child can borrow - to read, to enjoy, to 

discuss and to treasure. 

b) What about homework? 
Parental involvement helps children learn more ef

fectively. . . Srudent achieverMnr rises significanrly when 
teachers regularly assign homework and students 
conscientiously do it. . . Homework is most useful when 
teachers carefully prepare the assignment, thoroughly explain 
it, and give prompt comments and criticism when the work 
is completed. (Pages 19, 41, 42). 

Teacher organizations recommend that students from grades 



one to three should spend 15 to 30 minutes a night on their 
homework, while those in the middle grades should be 
spending between an hour and an hour and a half. High school 
teachers are advised to assign about two hours of homework 
per school day (½ hour per subject). Students, however, 
report that they do little or none at all, and that often none 
is assigned. (How teachers can promptly review and evaluate 
daily assignments, particularly where they have a heavy 
student load as in high school, has never been properly 
demonstrated and remains one of the unsolved mysteries of 
mass education. 1bis is an area which requires clarification.) 

In order to assure involvement some schools ask the parent 
to sign the child's homework each day. Others merely suggest 
parental interest. Talking about the assignment can be 
encouraging to the child; the parent, however, should avoid 
fonnal instruction. 

Parents are often baffled by the problem of supervising 
homework. "As Homework Increases, So Does the Anxiety," 
is the title of an article that appeared in the Education section 
of the "New York Tunes" on November 9, 1986. Friction 
should be avoided. Parents can be most helpful in setting up 
proper physical conditions: a quiet place to study, a desk or 
table at which to work, and reference books such as a 
dictionary and junior encyclopedia. Above all, they should 
enforce the golden rule of "Homework before T.V." 

Of course, problems may develop. But as in all parent-child 
relationships the parent must use common sense and steer 
a middle course between the Scylla of over-involvement and 
the Charybdis of apathy. Laissez-faire parenthood does not 
work. (As one parent exclaimed at a P.T.A. meeting, "We're 
not idiots!") 

Classroom 
a) Children get a better start in reading if they are taught 

phonics. Leaming phonics helps them to understand the 
relationship between letters and sounds and to ''break the 
code" that links the words they hear with the words they see 
in print. (Page 21.) 

Both in English and in Hebrew an eclectic method 
combining phonics and comprehension is recommended. The 
much-maligned "Reshith Daat,'' phonetic method can be 
retained in combination with the teaching of word recognition 
and reading for meaning. 

b) Children get more our of a reading assignment when the 
teacher precedes the lesson with background information and 
follows it with discussion. Telling young children stories can 
motiwue them to read. Storytelling also introduces them to 
cu/rural values. (Pages 22, 25). 

What is more thrilling than a good story told by a master 
storyteller? Joseph and his brothers, David and Goliath, 
Mattathias defying the Syrians, Hillel and Alciva, Chelm 
sages, Israeli twutzim - they are all part of the unending 
Jewish ffa8gadah or epic. Even a Hebrew reading assignment 
may best be introduced by a dramatic narrative in Hebrew 
by the teacher who skillfully weaves in new key words with 
the aid of props or a chalkboard. 

. . ."the teacher precedes the lesson with background 
information" sounds like a prescription for boredom. There 
is nothing more deadly than a teacher monologue. Teacher 
lectures should head the list of what does not work. 
Difficulties, of course, should be cleared away in advance. 

c) Teachers who set and communicate high expectations 

to all their students obtain greater academic performance 
from those students than teachers who set low expectations. 
(Page 32). 

The Rabbis understood the spirit underlying good teaching 
when they said, Lo ha-kapdan melamed ("An irritable pedant 
cannot teach") and "Nine measures of praise along with one 
measure of criticism." 

d) The amount of time available for Leaming is determined 
by the instructional and management skills of the teacher and 
the priorities set by the school administration. (Page 34). 

Oh for a school where principals, teacbers and pupils all 
do their homework! 

e) Students tutoring other students can lead to improved 
achievement for both student and rutor. (Page 36). 

This is a tried-and-true method that has been successfully 
utilized all the way from grade one to retirement villages. 
The buddy system, homework helpers, teen tutors, library 
and film squads, teacher aides are all illustrations of a basic 
pedagogic principle, mi-kol melamdai hiskalti ("I have learned 
from all who have taught me.") 

Other worthwhile classroom principles discussed by the 
authors: writing as an extension of discussion, brainstorming 
and reading; the importance of experimentation and lab in 
science; focusing on mets as the basis for analysis and 
evaluation; memorization of great passages as an aid to the 
appreciation of literature; the need for good srudy skills; 
understanding the relationship between hard work and 
achievement. 

School 
a) Schools contribute to their students' academic 

achievement by establishing, communicating and enforcing 
fair and consistent discipline policies. . . Successful 
principals establish policies that create an orderly environ
ment and support effective instruction. . . Teachers welcome 
professional suggestions about improving their work, but 
rarely receive them. (Pages 47, 50, 52). 

Teachers and principals need not be ogres. Fairness and 
firmness are more important than ferociousness. Certainly, 
parents should be involved in disciplinary matters. 

The administration must regard the classroom as a 
sanctuary where teacher and class are as free as possible from 
interruptions. Who invented the public address system, 
anyway? 

The principal must never forget his role as "principal 
teacher.'' Fortunately, Jewish schools have not yet succumbed 
to the prevalent practice in public schools of selecting an 
athletic coach as principal. The principal is instructional 
leader as well as administrative officer. He must arrange for 
teacher observation and intervisitation, demonstration lr.ssons 
and workshops, and faculty or departmental conferences 
based on educational films, videotapes and discussion of 
worthwhile pedagogic literature. 

Unfortunately, in spite of the statement reprinted above, 
teachers do not welcome suggestions since they fear the 
supervisor's judgmental evaluation. It is a challenge to the 
supervisor and consultant to estabilsh a relationship where 
the teacher really does accept constructive suggestions. 

b) Students read more fluently and with greater under
standing if they have background knowledge of the past and 
present. Such knowledge and understanding is called culrurol 
literacy. (Page 53). . 

One is shocked to learn that two thirds of the 17-year-old 
students tested in a current national assessment could not 
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place the American Civil War within the period 1850-1900. 
Half could not identify Winston Churchill. (Page 55). Of 
course, one could obtain the same resuJts in a Jewish 
classroom. As one teacher put it, '1f I told my students that 
I saw Ezra, Hillel and Herzl in Jerusalem on the same day, 
nobody would bat an eyelash." The answer to this cultural 
illiteracy in the Jewish school lies in part in the integration 
of secular and Jewish subjects. One cannot understand ancient 
Jewish history without some knowledge of Egyptian, Greek 
and Roman civilizations. Cyrus, Alexander, JuJius Caesar, 
Napoleon, Franklin D. Roosevelt influenced Jewish history 
as well as world history. • 

Similarly, current events, literature, music and art lend 
themselves to correlation and integration. 

c) The best way 10 learn a foreign language in school is 
to start early and to study it intensively uver many years. (Page 
57). 

The authors lament the fact that in 1979 only 15 % of high 
school students studied a foreign language. They add that 
S1lldents arc most likely to become fluent in a furcign language 
if they begin studying it in the elementary grades and continue 
srudying it for 6 to 8 years. 

One of the great problems of Hebrew education is that we 
have had difficulty in teaching Hebrew as a language. Herc 
the day schools excel for they can teach Hebrew reborn as 
well as the Hebrew of the Bible and the Siddur. But even the 
afternoon schools can teach beginning Hebrew successfully 
if they design a realistic curriculum where modest objectives 

can be achieved within the limited time available. The 
continued study of Hebrew in h.igh school, college and aduJt 
class as well as travel in Israel can build on this foundation. 

d) High school students who complemen.1 their acatkmic 
srudies with extracurricular activities gain experience tJuu 
con.1ribu1es to their success in colkge. (Page 61). 

The word "co-curricular" should be added to 
"cxtracurricuJar." Even the earliest grade can work on a class 
project such as an exhibit, a class newspaper or a pen-pal 
program. The word is out that chess and checkers have 
invaded the kindergarten. What better way to promote friend
ships and to encourage talent than an orchestra, a choral group 
or a dramatic club? Spons, clubs and teams can help teach 
teamwork and good health practices. How many of us have 
acquired our love for Judaism and Jewish values in junior 
congregations, Jewish camps and Zionist youth movements! 
No school is an island unto itself. 

Too little has been said in this cxccllent booklet about the 
importance of the inspiring teacher. In a recent article in the 
Times a writer tells bow he revisited bis elementary school. 
He v.as happy to meet a veteran teacher, now near retirement, 
who had been one of his favorite teachers. Impulsively be 
blurted out, "I want you to know you were important to me." 
The teacher who hardly remembered him embraced him as 
lean appeared in her eyes. 

If Jewish education is to succeed we must train a cadre of 
teachers to whom each graduate will be able to say, "l want 
you to know you were important to me." D 
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MEMO TO : 

FROM: 

Seymour Fox 

Henry L. Zucker and Carol K.(!,1.f. 
SUBJECT: HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR CONVERSATION ON MAY 6 , 1987 

The following summarizes our discussion of Wednesday, May 6, 1987 , and our 
initial reactions to your draft of May 5 : 

1 . The content of the draft is good . You provide an overview of the problem, 
suggest the motivation of the Mandel family in pursuing this initiative , 
and identify the areas that will require investigation . Moreover , you 
tentatively suggest avenues to explore and possible conclusions that 
could result. Finally, you begin to address some of the practical issues, 
e . g . , the composition of the Commission, its leadership, the role of 
s t aff , etc . 

We feel that, while the draft does in fact include most of what needs t o 
be said , its focus could be sharper . We need to indicate that this is 
the first proposal; once it has been reviewed by our small working group, 
it will be sent to the larger circle of participants in advance of our 
May 29th meeting . (Date of distribution: May 15.) 

2 . The draft that results from our May 29 meeting should be written with the 
following audiences in mind : 

a . Persons who will be invited to serve on the Commission . 

b . The prospective Study Director, Consultants, and others who will be 
asked to participate in the initiative. 

c . The general Jewish public, particularly community leaders, educator s , 
and per sons in the laity who are interested in, and concerned with, 
problems of Jewish education and Jewish continuity . 

3. The document will be written to provide the kinds of information that 
these people will want to know. We propose the following format : 

SECTION ONE: 

Reasons for the Study 

In the first section, we should define the problem and explain why it meri t s 
at t ention. This is an opportunit y to make a case for conducting a study, and 
to express our hopes for the eventual outcome. We do not intend for this 
study to gather dust on a shelf; rather , we hope that it will be a blueprint 
for activity . 
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SECTION TWO : 

Explanation of the Mandels ' Interest 

This section affords an opportunity to explain why the Mandel family and the 
Trustees of the Mandel Associated Foundations have selected this particular 
initiative . What is the natural connection between the personal interests 
of the Mandel family and the philanthropic objectives of the Mandel Associated 
Foundations , on one hand, and the proposed initiative, on the other? Once 
the results of the study are known, what actions are the Mandels prepared to 
take, in terms of leadership support and financial involvement? At what 
point would they seek the participation of other funders and other institutions? 
How might others become involved? 

SECTION THREE: 

Practical Considerations 

In this section one might address such matters as: the timetable for the 
initiative, the function of the Commission; the responsibilities of Commission 
members- -and our expectations with regard to their participation; the job 
description of the "Study Director"; who the Director might be ; the relationship 
of the Study Director to the Commission members; the relationship of the Study 
Director to the key consultants, functionaries, and other persons attached to 
the project, including outside consultants; the "publics'' that need to be 
apprised of our work (concentric circles--"corresponding members" ), etc. 
(As for the budget, we will need to discuss further at what point it will be 
introduced , and to whom we will show it.) 

4 . Henry Zucker mentioned that Barry Shrage's plans to take a position in Boston 
are now firm . He will definitely stay with the project in some capacity . 
Mark Gurvis will represent the Jewish Community Federation of Cleveland in 
the small working group . 

5 . As for the potential list of candidates to be considered for membership, we 
reiterated that Bank Zucker will take responsibility for suggesting lay 
persons, while Seymour Fox will generate a list of scholars, educators , 
and other professionals . We agreed that we would not "stand on ceremony ," 
and that each could suggest names in the other domain. We may have to come 
up with 60 names, in order to settle on 30 . Our objective is to suggest 
realistic possibilities--people who are likely to accept the invitation. 

6 . Some names that have come up in recent discussions: Eli Evans of the Revson 
Foundation; Dr . Rosalyn Yalow, Nobel Laureate and Senior Medical Investigator 
at the Veterans Administration Medical Center in New York; Florence Melton. 
Hank Zucker and Carol Willen have also discussed the possibility of including 
a Hillel director, perhaps Rabbi Ben-Zion Gold, Director of the Harvard
Radcliffe Hillel , or his counterpar t at Yale University . 
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~ O : _ __ M....:o_r_t_o_n_L_._M_a_n_d_e_l.;._ __ _ FROM: __ ....:H::.:e:.:n::.:r:...yL....:L=-•;;....;Z=-u=-c::..:k:..:.e::..:r=--- -
NAME 

DA TE : __ 5_/ 1_3....;._/_8_7 ___ _ 
NAME' REPLYING TO 
DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Il 
1N 
1r 
IE 
~ 

D 

(Q) 
IF 
IF 
Il 

<C 
IE 

-

At our May 29th meeting I am supposed to distribute a list of laymen who 
should be considered for membership on the Commission. We should have a 
list of not fewer than 30 names from which about 15 would be selected . 

Attached is my preliminary list. Would you let me know which are your 
choices? Also, do you think of other persons who should be considered? 

The group which meets on the 29th will no doubt have opinions which will 
influence the final choices . 
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Robert L. Adler , Chicago 

Joe Ain, Montreal 

Madlyn Barnett , Fort Worth 

Paul Berger , Washington, D.C. 

Mandell L. Berman, Detroit 

Herschel W. Blumberg, Washington, D. C. 

Joel Breslau, Washington, D. C. 

Shoshana S. Cardin, Baltimore 

John C. Colman , Glencoe, IL 

Jerome J . Dick, Washington, D. C. 

Raymond Epstein, Chicago 

Jesse Fe ldman, San Francisco 

Max Fisher, Detroit 

Lois Fox, Nashville 

Charles H. Goodman, Chicago 

Henry J . Goodman, Cleveland 

Philip Granovsky, Toronto 

Alvin L. Gray, Cleveland 

Hon. Frank R. Lautenberg, New Jersey 

Jacqueline Levine, MetroWest, NJ 

Jeanne Levy, Palm Beach County, FL 

Norman H. Lipoff, Miami 

Robert E. Loup, Denver 

5/20/87 

Barbara Mandel, Cleveland 

Morton L. Mandel , Cleveland 

Alan H. Marcuvitz , Milwaukee 

Racquel Newman, San Francisco 

Neil Norry, Rochester 

Albert Ratner, Cleveland 

Charles Ratner , Cleveland 

Esther Leah Ritz, Mi lwaukee 

Leonard Rochwarger, Buffalo 

Herbert H. Schiff , Columbus 

Daniel S. Shapiro , New York 

Joel Sherman , Boston 

Fred Sichel, Middlesex County, NJ 

Martin F. Stein, Milwaukee 

Henry Taub, Tenafly 

Billie Tisch, New York 

Peggy Tishman, New Yor k 

Leslie B. Wexner, Columbus 

Elaine Winik, New York 

Bennett Yanowitz, Cleveland 



4/3/87 

PROPOSED COMPOSITION OF COMMISSION 

We need representation from key organizations, but invitations are ad personam. 
• This is a preliminary list; these are simply possibilities . 

• 

Organizations 

Council of Jewish Federations 
Jewish Education Service of North America 
Jewish Welfare Board 
Joint Distribution Committee 

(current President? future President? someone else?) 

Number of Representatives 

4 

Educational Institutions 3- 5 

Hebrew Union College - Alfred Gottschalk 
Jewish Theological Seminary - Ismar Schorsch 
Yeshiva University - Norman Lamm 
Brandeis? 
Reconstructionist? 

Teacher Training Institution 

(e .g .• Baltimore or Boston Hebrew Teachers College) 

Practicing Educators ~~ 

- formal 
- informal 

Outstanding Scholars 

(The number will be reduced if we can locate persons 
who are both outstanding scholars and experts in Judaica .) 

Professionals 

Lawrence Kremer 
Israel Scheffler 
Lee Shulman 

1 

2 

3 - 5 

Eli Evans ~ 

Lay Leaders - (consult Carmi Schwartz and Art Rotman for this list) (~ ullZ1, 
~on~~~ "'1J1lh,,) 
Max Fisher 
Distinguished figures and 

(e.g., Elie Wiesel) 
Esther Leah Ritz 
Senator Frank Lautenberg 
Senator Rudy Boschwitz 
Cynthia Ozick 

~~~ 
~~ 
~ (vt-'1·e.) 

~\~ 
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Lay Leaders (Cont'd) 

Stuart Eisenstadt 
Nobel Prize Winners 
Bob Loup 
Henry Taub 
Heinz Eppler 
Bennett Yanowitz 
Bill Berman 
Billie Tisch 

Include Non Jews? - (e . g ., James Coleman) 

Include any Israelis? - (e.g., Abba Eban) 

Page 2 
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& : Henry L. Zucker DATE: 5/21/87 FROM: Carol K. 
NA M E .. 

Il 
N 
1r 
[ 

N A M C 

REPLYING TO 
O[PAIII TMENT1"1,.ANT 1.0CATION YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

1. 

COMMENTS OF SEYMOUR FOX - TELEPHONE CONVERSATION - MAY 20, 1987 

l>o/tJ'r o v~S7.4 7f= "~ eAsE 
It is very ambitious to claim that the Commission will explore the 
"state of Jewish education in the United States." We cannot claim to 
"own" the whole field. That statement will be modified . ol(-ief'. related issue is : who gives the Mandel Assoc~ated Foundations the 

D ~JiP,SP~ right to take t_his role? .-,. po GI-it~~~; M IN'2 eU ~ 
~ ~~ ~. __ ;· tUI~ ,+ - /M> d/~ ~I,,~, - , ~ 
"VI ~ w~ (>!Ill, HLZ observation: The Trustees of the Mandel Associated ~ ~ 
IF .-." i:;:;: Foundations are concerned about the problem of Jewish ' V ;;;,-~ /~ 
IF t:: OV\Z.. continuity and the shortcomings of today's Jewish education . ~ ,nvdt.-~ 

n -jo -"ouR. They are willing to be proactive, but need some 13uidance . '"'11 ~,~ 
. V,P- "1 =-- An objective report, prepared by an independent commissi on IA.I"' h~ 

(C ~~~ and containing a series of practical recommendations, will c~ 
]E, ~~· . gu..=.:he Mandel Trustees, as well as other potential funders . 7 • 

1 2. Chairman of Commission - We mus t identify the individual who is to chair 
(C the Commission . The Chairman could be Morton L. Mandel or another 
~ - distinguished "world nam~." w~ Atl.M t,,' 0~ 

~ 3, ~ Pfr .. - 1~ ~. -~ n, c/...a.t,~ , fo I'/":) 1 ou.p1 lb i f ). Agenda for May 29th meeting - Let us decide in advance what needs to be 
i accomplished on May 29th, and what subjects can be deferred . 

[ 
s 
JP) 
(Q) 
N 
JD) 
[ 
N 
(C 
[ 

-

; j(. 

HLZ suggests that we start with the following: (a) Are we 
stating our mission correctly? (b) Why the Mandel Associated(~"\ 
Foundations? (c) Who will chair the Commission? What are ) 
the functions of the Chairman? (d) Who will be the Study 
Director? What are the functions of the Study Director? 
(e) What is the role of Seymour Fox, particularly in relation 
to that of the Study Direc tor? (£) Whom shall we invite to 
serve on the Commission? How and when shall we issue the 
invitations? (g) What is our calendar? (h) Where will 
meetings be held? 

Budget - What is the appropriate forum for a discussion of the budget? 
(We can mention a ballpark figure at the meeting . )- s,,.,,r,,,,_ """"" s"':11 wf..ti. 'f ~ 

J -Hu.~ &/" kli /"~ --.; 
HLZ recommendation : The detailed budget will be discussed 
with MLM (affl perh~s a few others) , but not with the entire 
group. '-,-~'- -~ "1"P ~. ~ - l:,µ.,.e:(_-jl-,r ~ • 

~"-"' 6y s~ e,lur.. r,I ~ 
The final budget will be workeaout by the Study Director, 
once he or she is on the job . 
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______ __,,,,, -,.;,.,.,,·~ 
/iublic relations/ - Fox suggested that we give some thought to a syS"tematic 
public relations program. Perhaps an article signed by MLM should appear 
in the New York Times Magazine or Commentary 

Z noted ~hat~ while public relat~ons is certainly an issue 
rthy .?..~H.,.;1_3j..?eration_, it is premature to make specific plans . 
.,.t. o I~ -.-0 ~ ~ ~ /\L ~ r-o r~ s ~ 

Fox reminded us that Annette Hochstein has been ~vited to participate in f 
the meeting on Friday, May 29th. 



-TO: ____ H_e_n_r~y'--L_. _z_u_c_k_e_r ___ _ DA TE: _..:..5..:..../_26-'/_8_7 ___ _ 
NA.MC REPLYING TO 
DEPARTM ENT/PLANT LOCAT,ON DE:PAA:TM£NT /PL: YOUR MEMO OF: _ __ _ 

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF OUR TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WITH SEYMOUR FOX - MAY 22, 1987 

D 

(Q) 
1F 
IF 
Il 

(C 
IE 

-

.. 
Note: The sequence of topics in this memo parallels that of my memo of 5/21/87 . 

1. Rationale for our Involvement in the Field of Jewish Education/Jewish Continuity 

We will modify the statement that the Commission will explore "the state of 
Jewish education in the United States ." We do not wish to sound either too 
ambitious or too modest. 

Who gives the Mandel Associated Foundations the right to take this role? 

The Trustees of the Mandel Associated Foundations have identified the issue 
of Jewish continuity as a major area of programmatic interest. Moreover, 
they have an important fiduciary responsibility. 

We must argue convincingly that our primary reason for undertaking this 
initiative is t o guide the Trustees of the Mandel Associated Foundations in 
effectively applying their resources in a field that is among their top 
priorities. An objective report, prepared by an independent commission and 
containing a series of practical recommendations, will guide the Trustees 
and enable them to do an intelligent job of proactive grantmaking. 

Other funders, after examining the Commission's report, may then decide 
independently that they wish to participate, too. They may invest their 
resources either by identifying a single "piece," or by agreeing to 
collaborate with the Mandel Associated Foundations. 

2. Chairman of the Commission 

HLZ will propose to MLM that he chair the Commission, not only because he 
does an excellent job of leading a group, but also because this will keep 
him in very close touch with the process. There is no layman who would 
be better for the job. (The discussion of who will be Chairman is not a 
group decision to be made on May 29!) 

3. Study Director 

The group that is meeting on the 29th should discuss who the Study Director 
should be, and what his or her role is,as well as his or her relationships 
to the following persons or entities: t he planning group, the consultants 
(notably Seymour Fox and Henry Zucker), the Commission itself, the public, etc. 
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Seymour Fox is encouraged by the available talent. Be suggests th~t the 
work of the Commission will require a team effort. The Study Director may 
work with an Executive Committee (responsible for administrative matters), 
as well as a Steering Committee (which could be a subgroup of the Commission, 
comprised of scholars and educators). The latter group could conceivably 
meet once every month to six weeks. Seymour Fox is willing to give as much 
energy as is required. 

Two potential candidates for the position of Study Director are Barry Bolz, 
who is now Director of the Melton Research Center in New York, and 
Joey Riemer, recently appointed a Fellow at Brandeis University. 

4. Members of the Commission 

5. 

On May 29th, we'll distribute two lists: Seymour Fox's list of potential 
candidates who are professionals or scholars, and Henry Zucker's proposed 
list of laymen. (BLZ hopes to review his list with MLM before it is 
distributed.) 

The planning group will discuss who should serve on the Commission, how and 
when invitations should be issued, where meetings will be held, etc. 
(Fox suggests that the Commission meet in New York, with perhaps an annual 
meeting in Cleveland.) 

Calendar 

Fox suggests that the work start this Fall, perhaps September 1st or 
October 1st. He recommends an 18-month time frame. 

6. Budget 

Fox seems to feel that he is out of touch with the cost of doing business 
in America . It appears that he would like HLZ to discuss the details of 
the budget with MLM. At the meeting on the 29th, HLZ will name a ballpark 
figure, in the $200,000 to $250,000 range. 

7. Public Relations 

HLZ recommends that a public relations program be laid out a year in advance. 
We should be able to "see the last step before we take the first step." 
This means holding back on publicity until we actually have something to say. 

Fox proposes that MLM write an article or two for the New York Times Magazine 
or Commentary. One article might address how the Jewish community is 
reawakening to the need for continuity. Another article could explain why 
Jewish foundations should get into the act. (In neither case would there 
be any mention of the Commission. ) 

• 8. Further Revision of Design Document 

We discussed the need for the design document to be revised and edited--perhaps 
partially rewritten--after the May 29th meeting. 



D 
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IF 
Il 
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TO: ___ c_a_r_o_l_K_._w_i_l_l_e_n ___ _ FROM: __ H_e_n_r_y_L_. _z_u_c_k_e_r--i,---- DA TE: __ 6_/_l_/ 8_7 ____ _ 
NA"E NA.ME 

REPLYING TO 
O E?ART M £ NT/PLANT LOCATIO N YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT : 

On May 30, 1987, Seymour Fox asked me to have you fax the redone report to 
him. He would get it right back to you with his comments. Then, it would 
be sent to the entire planning group for their critical review. It would 
then be put in final form for distribution a t the appropriate time . 

Seymour also stated that he would find the opportunities to feel out a few 
of the persons considered for the study director. 

Fox will telephone me at 10 a.m. on June 8 for an update on the report and 
its follow- through. 
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Review of agenda for our Fox discussion on 8/7 . (See HLZ notes on 7/2) 

) 

b . Subjects 

1 . Co- sponsorship by JWB , JESNA 

2 . Choice of Study Director, Assistant, and staff. Duties of Study 

Director and his relationship to Commission and to Mandel- Fox- HLZ . 

3 . Commission membership. Charge to the Commission. 

4. Budget 

5. Calendar and plans for first meetings. 

~ ;;:·~-~~~v::a._ 
~~~·&,· . 

6. 

c. Small planning committee - ·David Ariel as secretary; Mark Gurvis , 

Art Rotman, Jonathan Woocher , plus MLM- Fox- HLZ- Stein. 
/ 



-
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Initiative 

Review of agenda for our Fox discussion on 8/7 . (See HLZ notes on 7/2) 

b . Subjects 

1. Co- sponsorship by JWB , JESNA 

2 . Choice of Study Director , Assist ant , and staff. Duties of Study 

Direc t or and his relationship to Commission and t o Mandel- Fox- HLZ . 

3 . Commission membership. Charge to the Commission. 

4. Budget 

5. Calendar and plans for first meetings. 

c . Small planning committee - David Ariel as secretary; Mark Gurvis , 

Ar t Rotman, Jonathan Woocher , plus MLM-Fox- RLZ- Stein. 



- O: RLZ FROM: ___ HL_z _______ _ DA TE: _6_/_l_/ 8_7 ____ _ 
NAME: NAME 

REPLYING TO 
D EPARTME NT/PLAN T LOCATION OEPARTM£N T/P\...AN T LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

Il 
N 
1r 
1E 
i 

0 

(Q) 
lF 
IF 
Il 
(C 
IE 

SUBJECT: 

-

See MLM regarding the co- sponsorship of the Jewish Continuity Study by t he 
JWB , t he CJF and the JESNA. Also, possibly by Revson and perhaps one or 
t wo ot her foundations . Discuss this wit h MLM. 
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~ O:_~M~._L_._M_a_n~d_e~l ______ _ DATE: 6/11/87 
NAM£ 

REPLYING TO 
0£PAJ:t TMENT PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

D 

(Q) 
IF 
f 
Il 
(C 
IE 

-

Seymou~ Fox tells me that he has felt out Ho~ and Reimer about a possible 
interest in becoming the Study Director for the Mandel Initiative. Both are 
interested. ~ 

I have had a very preliminary discussion wi Herman Stein and he is awaiti~g 
a further discussion ~ith me about the poss bilffy that he might be available 
for the Study Directorship. 

Seymour tells me that he will be in t ouch with you t o try to arrange a date 
for you, him and me to get together to plan the next steps in the Mandel 
Initiative. 
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-TO: Morton L. Mandel DATE: 6/25/ 87 
NAME 

REPLYING TO 
OEPAATM ENT/f'LANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Il 
N 
1r 
IE 
IR{ 

Q 

(Q) 
IF 
1F 
Il 

(C 
IE 

-

David Ariel has agreed t o serve as a member of our smal l planning committee 
wi t h respect to the Mandel Initiative and he will be pleased t o record the 
substance of our meet ings. He is very happy that we have invited him t o 
par ticipate. 

--.J 

I have had a br ief conversation with Barry Shrage and will follow this up 
wit h a discussion of his future participation in the work of t he Mandel 
Initiative, and also the question of whether Mark Gurvis should be a member 
of our planning gr oup . 
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e Jewish Education Service of North America, Inc. 

730 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10003 Tel. (212) 529-2000 

-

• 

Mandel Associated Foundations 
4415 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland Heights, OH 44103 

June 5, 1987 

I N V O I C E 

Expenses incurred during Dr. Jonathan Woocher's consultation on May 29 , 1987 

cc: A/R 

Air Fare 

Rail Road 

Parking 

Total 

$240 .00 

2.00 

12.00 

$254.00 
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TO: ____ M_o_r_t_o_n_L_._M_a_n_d_e_l ___ _ 
NAME 

FROM : ___ H_e_n_r....;.y_L_._z_u_c_k_e_r __ _ 
NAME 

DA TE: __ 7_/ 6_/_8_7 ____ _ 

REPLY ING TO 
OEPART .. [NT/PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Herman Stein is giving serious consideration to becoming a candidate for 
the direct orship of our study on Jewish continuity. He is very much 
interested in the subject matter and says he woul d like very much to work 
with you and me . The hesitation is due to his strong desire to pursue 
his research and writing after January 1st . This is a long- time 
plan which has been delayed because of his duties at CWRU and he is 
most reluctant to _give it up. 

I believe that Herman would be an outstanding director of our study . I 
passed along to him a suggestion from Seymour Fox that we would be prepared 
to engage as his assistant a junior Herman Stein with special knowledge and 
competence in the field of Jewish education. 

I suggested to Herman that it might be a good idea for him to meet with you 
before he makes a final decision. He is ready to hear from you about this • . 

~ :: f>~µA~ ~ i"t;.. ~~ ~ 
• 

~~~L ~~M, 
' 

-
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~~ 
TO: Henry L. Zucker FROM: Vi~ F. Levi DATE: 9/21/87 

NAME NAME 1 J. 
REPLYING TO 

OEPART..,ENT/PLANT LOCATION DEPARTMEN T/PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: MANDEL INITIATIVE STEERING COMMITTEE 

4It was agreed at the meeting of September 17th that the North American and 
Global Mandel Initiatives would function under a single chairman (MLM) , 
two executives, and a common Steering Committee. 

The Steering Committee is to include MLM, S . Fox, A. Hochstein, H. D. Stein, 
HLZ, and VFL. It might include in additio~ Hoffman, Ratner , Rotman, and 
Woocher. 

You will talk with MLM about earlier discussions to include 
secretary as indicated on the attached note. ~-----" 
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~ ... I co· l·5lJL TANTS 972 ~ 699951 

1. Select d!rector 

2. Select and i~vite members of the commission 

3. Decide on various publics Qnd ho~ to involve th~rn: 
CJF, JDC, training institutions, BJEs, WZO and Jewish Agoncy 
Departmen~s of Education , etc ... (including the possibility 
of corresponding members). 

4. Brief Commission members - in person and by mail 

5. Commiseion preliminary s~udies (e.5. The State of the 
Field - No. S page 12). 

6. Decide on agenda for first Commission meeting 

7. Fr~pare materials for agenda 

6. Decide on ?.R. 

9. Convene firet Commission meeting 

10.Prepare for alternative outcomes of first Commission meeting. 
(e.g. studies and materials ~o be prepared, sub-committees , 
seminars). 

11.rmplement dec1E1ons of the first Commission meeting, including 
appointment of addititional consultants, commissioning of 
studies, task forces, workshops, as well as decisions 
concerning interim reports. 

12. Decide on involvement of other funding aienci~s. 

NOV 3 ' 87 3: ! l B 972 2 69 351 PAGE. 16 

F . 161'16 



TO: Morton L. Mandel 
NAM£ 

/7 
I 

DATE: 10/30/87 

REPLYING TO 
DEPARTM ENT/PLAN T LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

A nilf E N::m=~ ~I (9 a.m to noo~) Seymour Pox, erman Stein, Arthur Naparstek, 
T ,,,., _ :t~:-~- t·;;~ArGintnbuyrLevi and I will meet o prepar for our November 17 
ll ---- Blum will be invited to the meeting to hear more 

[ about our program and to get acquainted with the entire group . Discussion 
i will center on MI- NA. There may be some discussion of MI- G. 

C 

{Q) We have decided to enlarge our small planning group to include Art Rotman , 
~ Jonathan Woocher, Carmi Schwartz and possibly Steve Hoffman, Charles Ratner, 
J.r David Ariel and Bennett Yanowitz. Should we incJJ,i.de ~ or all of these 
IF ».~ additional persons in our November 17 meeting? /Alternatively, should ~I 
Il r'l"' scnedule a meeting of this enlarged planning group soon after November 172,_) 

~ - I am particularly concerned about the need to make an early choice of a 
study director and it certainly would be politic to include in on this 
choice the JWB , JESNA, and CJF. 

Your early reaction would be appreciated, particularly if you believe that 
the November 17 meeting s hould include some of the persons who should be 
added to the small planning committee. 

I 

(J 
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE 
FOR (/_£L ___ ___ _ 
DATE // /; 7 TIME 

I 
WHILE YOU WERE AWAY 

M_..i.;::/3;__£_ A-,:.___,.K,....::a.....;_Jrtc......LT_____.tL}tec....L.....--_:-<. __ _ 

OF _ ____________ _ 

PHONE NO . .;2_);2_ - _f" 3 :)_ - ':/~ 1// 
TELEPHONED PLEASE CALL 

CALLEO TO SEE YOU WILL CALL AGAIN 

WANTS TO SEE YOU RETURNED YOUR CALL 

..-11Jc ~ 
MESSAGE --=--....t.....:....:..__.______,--"---___:.____:._:....L-__ v_:__ __ 

!).GC- JI /1-T <J a,. t-Y1 

a:r ,L,1- Q u-A-r<. ./JI fl . L6'r 
H r /YJ /< ,,Jo w f/fG fL,te:..l:? . 

SIGNED 
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cc: Henry L. Zucker 

TO : Morton L. Mandel 
NAME 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION 

J .... 

FROM: ___ V_i~r~g .... i_,.,~~· _a_F_ . _L_e_v_i __ _ 
NAME 1ft1-
DEPARTMENT /PLAN T LOCATION 

SUBJECT: PLANNING MEETING OF MI-NA 

DATE: 11/18/87 

REPLYING TO 
YOUR MEMO OF : ___ _ 

At our meeting yesterday we agreed that a meeting of the larger planning 
group from MI-NA is to take place on Friday, December 11, 1987, 9 a . m. to 
1 p . m. at LaGuardia airport, New York. Woocher, Rotman and Schwartz have 
all been notified of the change. 

I have spoken with Steve Hoffman and learned that he has a board meeting 
of the Federation scheduled for noon on the 11th. He said that you, HLZ, 
Chuck Ratner and Bennett Yanowitz would all be invited to that meeting . 
HLZ advised that our New York meeting should be scheduled as planned and 
as many of those people as possible should be encouraged t o attend. Steve 
also indicated that he feels Joel Fox is a better choice than Mark Gurvis, 
but is not yet certain that either should participate in t he planning 
efforts. He will think about that and get back t o us. David Ariel will 
attend. 

We think it would be best if you would i nvite Charles Ratner and Bennett 
Yanowitz personally. Please let me know if you would rather handle this 
differently. 
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TO: Morton L. Mandel FROM: Virginta F. Levi 
NAME n DA TE: __ ll....;./_1_8.:..../8.;_7 ___ _ 

NAME. 

REPLYING TO 
0EPART-...£NT/PLANT LOCATION 0£PA.RTM E.NT PLANT LOCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: MEETING ROOM AT LAGUARDIA AIRPORT 

We can rent a meeting room at LaGuardia airport for up t o three hours 
for a total cost of $100. If we want the room for more than three 
hours, the charge is $125. 

Tea, coffee and danish can be provided for $2.4Q per person. Tea, 
coffee and bagels cost $2.90 per person. We can expect from ten to 
fourteen people to attend. 

If we choose to serve lunch, a buffet of meats, cheeses, potato salad, 
coleslaw and beverage is available at $9.50 per person. For an 
additional $2.00 per person, we can have fruit or cookies. If we want 
to offer fruit and cookies, it comes to a total of $4.00 more per 
person. 

A room is currently being held for us. I am to get back to them as 
soon as possible. Please let me know your thoughts on these 
arrangements . 
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MEMO TO: David Ariel, Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Stephen Hoffman, 
Morton L. Mandel, Arthur Naparstek, Arthur Rotman, Carmi 
Schwartz, Herman Stein, Jonathan Woocher , Henry L. Zucker 

FROM: Virginia F. Levi 

SUBJECT: MI -NA Meeting in New York on December 11, 1987 

DATE: November 25, 1987 

------ --- ------------- -- --------- -- --------- -------- -- -------- -- ------- ---

This will confirm a meeting of the planning group to discuss the Mandel 
Initiative for Jewish education/Jewish continuity. The meeting will take 
place in the Fiorello A Room adjacent to the Terrace Restaurant at 
LaGuardia airport at 9 a.m. to 12 noon on Friday, December 11, 1987. 

You may expect to receive a draft of the design document by December 7. 

- ·~ 

,; FL-
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~ Virginia F. Levi 
TO: Art hur J. Napar stek 

NAM[ 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

FROM : Henr.:y L Zucker 
NAM( 

DEPART NIE.NT /PLANT LOCATION 

DA TE : _ __._1 ..... 2,,_11 .... 7.._./'-'8.,_,7'----
R EP LY I NG TO 
YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

MLM has suggested that we try to use Art Rotman and other members of the MINA 
planning group to undertake assignments for t he group. Specifically, we are to 
ask Art Rotman to take responsibility for arranging our meetings, including 
Commission meetings, when we meet in New York. This would include contacting 
persons to ascertain that they will be coming, making meeting room 
arrangements, hotel arrangements, etc. 
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TO: Morton L. Mandel DATE: 1/22/88 
NAMC 

REPLYING TO 
DEPARTMENT /Pl.ANT 1..0CATION YOUR ME F: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Seymour Fox tells me that he has had meetings with Steven muucu 

Maurice Corson. They initiated the meetings to inquire 

Seymour hopes that the Bronfman and 
the ideas developed by MINA and he believes that it will be possible to involve 
them. He raised the question with me as to how to get them involved in MINA in 
a way that would lead to their financial involvement a t a later date. 

I believe it is important to consider how the MINA process should involve the ~ 
key foundations and family funds to which we would be looking for financial 
participation in follow-up programs . 

Seymour and I plan to discuss this question. I believ e you and I should 
discuss it first . That is t o say, before February 4th. -------
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We are pleased to enclose the fina l a rrangements for your upcoming function. 

Once you have had the opportunity to review the information, please sign and return one copy to the 
Hotel, retaining the other copy for your records. Please feel free to document any changes or 
additions on the contract. 

It is Hotel policy that the guaranteed number of guests attending be specified 48 hours prior to the 
functions and 72 hours on weekends. This number will be considered the definite guarantee, not 
subject to reduction. 

We at the Sheraton Hopkins Airport Hotel look forward to serving you. In the interim, if we may offer 
any assistance please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Your Hotel Representative, 

Sheratal lk>pklns Alrportlb.el 

0~ 
Sales & Catering Department 
(216) 267-1500 

,1 I D ft ~ ~ ' • , ) 1.-4 i ~ 5{ ~ I L/;l}vc,...._ ,~· .. .i..~ ll<"""' 
1 ·.A ,,_J 1 3 fri ~-0 



Sheraton Hopkins 
Airport Hotel 2/4/88 Thursday 

TAKEN BY 

Gale Ferich (JL) 
The hospitofity people of Irr 

5300 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135 

216/267-1500 
OATE TODAY 
12/18/87- 1/15/88 

' ORGANIZAT10N 
REPRESENTATIVE 
STREET 

Premier Industrial Corporation 
Ms . Virginia Levi 
4500 Euclid Ave. 

CITY. STATE. ZIP LCleveland , OH 44103 

TYPE OF FUNCTION (1 I Meeting 

FUNCTION ROOM ( 1) Room F 

TIME OF FUNCT10N (1) 11AM- 3PM 

MENU PRICE p. 95++* SERVE AT NOON 

CHEF 1 S SALAD 

7 PHONE_~3~9~1-_8=3~0=Q~-------

_J 
PERSON 1N CHARGe_Ms=-'-"---'V...;i=r ... g""1=· n=1=· a~L=e~v...;i~---

(2) _ ___ L_u_n_c_h ___________ RENTJ\cL~-..,N'-"/""'c ..... ___ _ 

(2) 

(2) 

Room F NUMBER 14 
___ ___.;.;;;..;;;..c.;.;_.;;._ __________ EXPECTED __ ~-:._'""_-:._-:._-_-:._-_-:._-_-:., 

NUMBER I ___ ....;1::..:2::.:P::..;M=-_ _ _____ ____ GUAAANTEED....._ ____ _, 

BEVERAGE SERVE AT _________ _ 

Crisp Garden Greens topped with X-TRA 
TURKEY and NO HAM and Swiss Cheese, slices 
of Hard- boiled eggs and served in tortilla 
shaped bowl . 
Choice of Dressings (ON THE SIDE) 
Rolls/Butter 
Beverage Service 
Ice Cream 

$25+7% set- uo fee for under 25uul 
ROOM SETUP 

Conference Style 

LUNCH SERVED AT CONFERENCE TABLE 

D CASHIER REQUIRED CHARGE _______ _ 

D BARTENDER REQUIRED CHARGE ___ ____ _ 

REMARKS 

10: 45AM- Coffee, tea, sanka@ $1 . 50++*/person 
REPLENISH COFFEE THROUGHOUT DAY@ $18++*/ 
gallon 
*Subject to 16% gratuity and 7% sales tax 
Guaranteed to MC : /!5418 1612 0008 8693 x4/89 

ALL FOOD ANO BEVERAGE PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 6 ½% SALES TAX AND 16% SERVICE CHARGE. 

Tht,; ~ J rontirm 01,.1, ,on\/Ptsa:t on o t _____ ---cc. ___ and make ~~-+-D _____ _ ·-· ~ ~ 

TP')e num~, ot persons snown w, oe regarded as a guarantee unless otherw ise notified 
7? hours pnor o 1he, tunet1on "'rle t-to1e1 t rves the r1ghl 10 charge for lhts numbef ,t less 
are ser..-ea 

CLIENT COPY 
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IMPORTANT MESSAGE 
FOR \,, P_'-_____ _ 
DATE J,- ? TIME J:lo ~ 

WHftE YOU WERE AWAY 
M - )Ac.. Jie1e 

OF .. S'/1 €: ~ A -r ,., ,.) ., ~ PK. ., ""1 s 
PHONE N0. __ 2:_~_/_-_._/--"'S-=--{;1) ___ _ 
TELEPHONED ... rPLEASE CALL 16.-

CALLEO TO SEE YOU WILL CALL AGAIN 

WANTS TO SEE YOU RETURNED YOUR CALL 

I RUSH I I 
MESSAGE ____ ____,a/ __ ----,-_____ _ 

'fl, ~.;ID 
SIGNED 

7 8096 (REV. 4 / 80) PRINTED IN U .S. A . 



"i>rem:i.er'Vfndustrial Corpora tion 

      
Att. Ms. Vir&inia Levi 

Address 4500 Euclid Ave . 

City Cleveland State - OH Zip ,,. .... 
'S) \ Ii 
~.)~~ 

Sheraton 
HOTELS 3 INNS WOALDWIDC 

Hotel SHAH 
BANQUET 

~~ I Room ; DOM - - [ __ NO ~~r~ 14CQ6°7-
- -- --

-
J --2.. 10:45AM-Coffee . tea . san~a @ /<j.,50 ,-

$1.50++* Der oerson 

-

-

1,L- -~¾ 
SUB TOTAL ~_l96u ,f ~ ~si - --

i ' 
SERVICE CHARGE 3 . l,~ 

'h ~ ~~>•<.IP --
• TAX 0

10 1-\.~-x - . 
Signature -/--~~- TOT~ L_. c3Cf~ 
X ,i - f- -~ I 

'-(. .__ ~ G.U~AT r.11"\DV 

... 

Premier Indus t r ial Cor por atiQn 

    

Att. Ms . Virginia Levi 

Address 4500 Euclid Aye~ 

City CLeveland 5 tate OH 
... - ' (Si 
~ if 

~>I'-"' 

Sheraton 
HOl ELS 3 INNS, WORLDWIDE 

BANQUET 

Date 2/4/88 

Zle_ 

Hotel _ ..u..i.o.u.. _____________ _ 

sr~-Room~IOOM ---.1 N0~E51S 1:rosBs 

7.95:tt* p_e. /6335 

1 x25+7% se t-~p_ie_e___fQt_und er 2 5p.pl 

1,L"' -~~~ ,fs~ f I 
~ 8 
" J; ~~>:'-IP 

SUB TOTAL 

SERVICE CHARGE 

TAX % 

Signature_ ( ___ j TOTAL .. 

-x- 1J~,.__ g:;-z=_-: ---
GUEST COPY 

~\ 
\ 
\ 
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TO: __ ....;M;.c.o.c;...r"'--'-t""'"o=n--=L"'".----"'M=a=n"""d __ e ___ l ______ _ 
NAME: 

DEPARTMENT/PLANT LOCATION 

SUBJECT: 

Herman Stein believes that the MINA planning group should be disbanded after 
meeting with the director-designate of MINA . They should offer the director 
the benefit of their knowledge about the background of MINA and offer their 
services individually or as a group to discuss specific questions or areas of 
concern. Herman believes that the planning group should consider that its job 
as a planning group is over once the director is on the job and the Commission ---
is established. ~ 

Herman is under the impression that you wish to invite all th ~ h~ 
planning group to serve as members of the Com.mission. If thi~=~~ c 
intention, then we probably are talking about a Commission of between forty and 
fifty persons. That sized Com.mission would probably need to establish a small 
executive or steering committee. This smaller committee might include some 
persons who are now members of the planning group. 

~~ 
I am concerned about the balance between lay and professional participation. 
Is there a practical way to stay with a thirty-member Commission, and utilize ) 
some of the professionals as consultants, staff, or members of advisory J 
committees? Should this be a subject for early discussion with the 
Commission ' s director.? 

f)ef!IJ(T(t ;( 
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MDNA 
TO: Morton L. Mandel 

NAME 
FROM: Henry L Zucker 

NAME 

DA TE: _ _s.2.,_/....,1.,.,01-'/8...,8.._ ___ _ 

REPLY ING TO 
DEPARTMENT/PLANT L.OCATION YOUR MEMO OF: ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

Seymour Fox telephoned to make two suggestions about MINA: 

1. That we provide adequately for Orthodox participation. He believes there 
is concern in the Orthodox community on this issue. 

I 

2. That we provide for a number of working committees and that the 
professionals we have in mind for participation in MINA , including our 
planning group, should participate in these working committees . Seymour 
would print the names of all participants in the working committees along 
side the names of the members of the Commission. Any public display of 
participation in the Commission would include all these names. 
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}ESNA 

~ 
SERVICE OF 

SORTH A MERICA. ISC. 

•,1:,·~ , ,rn;i 1»i,', :,,:in~ 

~j1'~1'N J1Dlr.l 

f.i)rtcnL. Marrle.l 
Premier Irxrustrial Co:qx:>ration 
4415 Euclid Avenue 
Clevelam, CH 44103 

Dear 1'i>rt: 

February 12 , 1988 

NEWvg:;~N~;:,~_9540 I'm sorry that I was unable to a~ last week's pl~ meetim. 
EnmncH18 l.2fgyene Str~ I urrlerstarrl ftan Jonathan that it was an excellent meetug arrl that 

(212, s29.zooo~the final draft of the dlarge to the CXJJJDissicn will be ready in a 
_ . tter of days. Once it is ready, we w:old very lD.lCh lilre to share 

BENNETIYANO it with our full board. 
President 

Lil ' In that camection, I v."Cllld also like to invite yru to make a 

* IW\ presentation to the board a1 the CXJDDissioo am the Mame.l initiative 
at a.u- next meetin;J. 'lhat meetinJ will take place en April 19- 20 (it 
is actually a Board institute, beginrrln;J Tuesday aftenxx>n am 
nmnin;J until mid-day Wednesday) in Rliladel.Ihla. I hq;>e that the 
date am place are feasible for yru; naturally , we will aca 111,w date 
to whatever tine yru prefer durirg our meetin;Js. -

-

Once again, let me say how pleased JE3NA is to be workiiq with the 
MAF an:i with yru in this patbbreaki.rg enieavor. I'm personally 
1~ fonrcm:l to my continued participation am to what I krnT will 
be an excitin:3 an:l inp,rtant pi:oc::es::>. 

With my best wishes. 

oc. : Jonathan Woocher 
Hemy Zucker 



2/18/88 

PROPOSED INITIATIVE ON JEYISH EDUCATION/JEWISH CONTINUITY 
REPORT TO MANDEL ASSOCIATED FOUNDATIONS 

BY MORTON L. MANDEL 
MARCH 2, 1988 

1. Design document is in final form . 

2. JWB and JESNA boards have taken formal action approving cooperation 
in this effort. 

- The presidents of JWB, JESNA, and CJF will be invited to 
participate. 

3. Plans to engage a director are close to conclusion. 

- Status 

4. Selection of Commission members has begun. 

- Newly appointed director will be actively involved. 

5. Budget will be prepared shortly. 

- We anticipate a first year budget of approximately $250,000. 

We would like authority to draw against this budget prior to MAF 
approval of a budget. [This requires action by the trustees of MAF] 

- Timetable 

MLM 
MLM & Director 

Director & Planning 
Group 
Director 
Director & Planning 
Group 
Director & MLM 

Proposed Timetable 

Elements 

Appointment of Director 
Identify and invite first 6-12 
Commission members 
Search for technical staff 

Meeting of Planning Group 
Identify and contact remaining 
Commission members 
First meeting of Commission 

Due Date 

3/10/88 
4/1/88 

4/88 

4/15/88 
4-5/88 

6/1/88 
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-TO: Morton L, Mandel DA TE : ---"'2-1-/ ....,.2...c.,9,,_../81,L,18..__ __ _ 
N~YC 

REPLYING TO 
OEPARiMENT--P\..ANT LOCATION YOUR M EMO OF : ___ _ 

SUBJECT: 

D 

(Q) 
IF 
IF 
Il 
C 
1E 

-

Bennett Yanowitz knows that you are not available on April 19-20 for a meeting 
with the JESNA board . He cannot change the date of that board meeting. 

Bennett would like very much for you to meet with the board. The alternative 
is a meeting with the officers of the board at a later date by you or possibly 
the new Director of MINA . Bennett will be in further touch with you about 
this. 

• 
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5 E A S T 2 6 t h S T R E E T • N E W Y O R K , N . Y. 1 O o 1 O . 1 5 7 9 

Definition of JWB 

JWB , the Association of Jewish Community Centers 

and YM- YWHAs , is the leadership body for the North 

American network of JCCs and Ys . JWB serves the needs 

of individual Jewish Community Centers, and it helps to 

build , strengthen and sustain the collective Center 

movement through a broad range of direct and indirect 

services , institutes , consultations and J ewish experiences , 

and by identifying and projecting movement- wide directions, 

issues and priorities . 

12/28/87 



-

• 

All of these partnerships need to be formed during the very 
early stages of this Commission (even as invitations are 
being made to potential members) cemented and constantly 
reconfirmed (cherished and not taken for granted). A formal 
mechanism of contact needs to be set to nurture these 
relationships . 

5 



PERRY I. DAVIS 
March 22-24 

Tentative Work Plan 

I. Tues. afternoon meeting 
(Davis, Zucker, Naparstek, Levi - Mandel will join at 3:00) 

Set agenda for the visit 
Determine the questions co be raised/answered 
Review Design Document 

Issues to consider: 

- list of potential Commission members 
- process for soliciting Commission membership 
- structure of Commission 

list of possible technical assistants 
- fate of the Planning Group 
- name of Commission 
- publicity/announcements 
- physical arrangements - office space, etc. 
- meeting times 
- budget 
- what to do about Canada 

possibility of planning major conference/retreat 
- timetable 
- funct i onal schedule 
- outcomes of study - where we hope to be in two years 
- discussion of "first measurable deliverabl e" 
- focus of the Commission - personnel? 

II. Wed. breakfast meeting 

Purpose: For par ticipants to get acquainted with Perry Davis and 
to exchange ideas with respect to MI-NA. 

A. HLZ - introductions and review of genesi s of MI-NA. 

B. S. Fox - comment on HLZ's remarks and the future of MI-NA. 

C. P. Davis - respond to HLZ and SF and comment on his vision for 
this enterprise . 

D. Questions and comments by those in attendance. 

III. Wed. morning 10:00 - noon 
(Davis, Fox, Hochstein, Zucker) 

Review discussion of Tues. afternoon 
Firm up list of questions 
Work on answers 

IV . Wed. - noon through evening 

Consultation with SF and AH 



• 

0 PREtv,1ER INO U S T,,.IAL C O RPORATION 

lxl ASSIGNMENTS 

S(I ~00 IWIUAI. l'OUC'I' 110. 1.S 
RIC QJIOElJND OIi TH£ COIUUJIOII 

Of 1lllS fOtlW F0t A RIIICTIOIIAl :satEDUU 

0 ACTIVE PROJECTS 
0 RAW MATERIAL 

FUNCTION COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION/CONTINUITY 

- 0 FUNCTIONAL SCHEDULE 
SUBJECT /OBJECTIVE ASSIGNMENTS 

ORIGINATOR Arthur J. Naparstek 

-

NO. DESCRIPTION 

1. Need to finalize Commission and 
Senior Policy Advisors. 

1 ~ a . Beren -
Bronfman 

~~M 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 

Crown 
Eizenstadt (~--~~) 
Jesselson 
Shapiro ) 
Smith {~.F. 
'Wexner 
Granovsky ~ 
Ziegelman ( tt.L! '2. • ~ ~ 
\lhat about Ti~h/Ti§l:tman/Zorensky? 
Ackerman c.!J (:!:;) {y 
Arnow~ -~......._ 
Mogulof 
Evans 

o. Hiller 

Canadians 
~'-\-t~ 

Presidents of Higher Education 

a. Gottschalk 
b. Lamm 
c. Schorsh 

i~ Senior Policy Advisors 

Revise letters of appointment 

2. Administrative transition of Commission. 

3. Set Date for First Commission Meeting. 

PRIORITY 
ASSIGNED 

TO 
(INITIALS) 

AJN 

TBD 
MLM 
MLM 
AJN 
MLM 
MLM 
SF 
MLM 
HLZ/S 

HLZ 
HLZ 
HLZ 

TBD 

MLM 
MLM 
MLM 

AJN 

OAT£ 
ASSIGNED 
STARTED 

AJN/ 5/20/88 
VFL 

MLM/ 5/20/88 
HLZ/ 
SF/ 
AJN 

MLM/ 5/20/88 
AJN/ 
HLZ 

DATE 5/20/88 

OUEOATE 

6/3/88 

•• µ. ., 

5/30/88 
5/30/88 
5/30/88 

5/25/88 

5/25/88 

5/27/88 

5/20/88 

COMPLETED 
ORREMOVEO 

DATE 

I 9--r. 



May 19, 1988 

The following items remain open as we prepare for the first Commission 
meeting: 

1. Appointment of Commission members. 

A. Membership 
14 lay members in place 
10 lay members in process 

- need to decide on Canadian representation 

foundation professionals - in process 
- Presidents of Jewish higher education institutions - to do 
- 9 professional members in place 
- What about Barry Shrage? 

- Do we have enough people/ adequate representation? 
- further discussion on "interest group" representation? 

B. Letter of appointment 
- revise draft 
- further revisions to design document? approval by JWB and 

JESNA of changes? enclose with letter 
- include date of first meeting? 

2. Senior Policy Advisors 
- need formal invitation/appointment 
- further discussion of their role 

3. Name of Commission 
- relates to PR efforts [How, when , who - to handle PR?] 

4. Task force development 

- meet with Sr. Policy Advisors 
- determine focus for each 
- prepare initial papers 

5. Pre-Commission meetings with Commissioners 
- who sees who? 
- timing 
- plan for consistency 

6. First Commission Meeting 
- date 
- place 
- how can JWB, JESNA, CJF help with logistics? 
- Agenda 
- assignments 

materials to be sent in advance 

7. Staffing 
- develop job description for associate director 
- timetable and process for appointment 



- part-time secretary? 
- space needs 
- letter of agreement with Perry Davis 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Working Papers 
for Review 

May 25, 1988 

Annette Hochstein's checklist 

Two l ists of potential Commission members 

a. characteristics 

b. status checklist 

Draft agenda for first Commission meeting 

Draft position description for Associate Director 

Draft travel expense policy 

I 

3 

" q 

/0 

II 



-
B. Proposed schedule 

1. 

2. 

9:30 A.M. - coffee and mingling 

10:00 - 10:15 

MLM will open with an overview of the process and history 
of the formation of the Commission - the fact that this is 
an area of major interest to the Mandels , who began by 
seeking guidance on how best to invest their resources. 
It became apparent that this is a concern shared by many 
and that our endeavor would benefit by input from the 
organized community (JYB, JESNA, CJF). Our goal is to 
develop an agenda on which we, other foundations, and 
other founding sources can draw for funding decisions. 

MLM will also present a mission statement - to be drafted 
by AJN and SF. This will be a single page which can be 
incorporated in the final report of the Commission. 

3. 10:15 - 10:45 

Presentations (10 minutes each) by Mintz, Yanowitz, and 
Berman on current conditions , problems/strategies, from 
their organizations ' perspectives. AJN will work with 
Rotman, Woocher, and Schwartz on preparation of these 
remarks. 

4. 10:45 - 12:00 

5. 

Commissioners will be invited to comment on the morning ' s 
presentations. 

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch 

Allow time for Commissioners to talk with each other. For 
this purpose, round tables for 6 would be ideal. (New 
York Federation offices may be a good place to hold this 
event, in which case, Steve Solender and his president 
will be invited - possibly for the entire day, possibly 
just for lunch . ) 

Lunch speaker - maybe Larry Cremin - should be someone who 
can make an exciting presentation. To be discussed with 
SF, AH, and PD on 5/25. 

6. 1: 30 - 3 : 45 

Present organizational structure, build task force 
approach. Details are to be developed on 5/25. 

7. 3:45 - 4:00 

Summation - should also be by an exciting speaker who can 
send participants away feeling that they are involved in 



-

-

-

DRAFT AGENDA FOR 

FIRST COMMISSION MEETING 

Subject 

I. Coffee 

II. The Commission Process and Mission 

III. Current Conditions, Problems/ 
Opportunities 

IV. Discussion 

V. Lunch 

Presentation and discussion on why 
commissions are sound strategies for 
change--to build enthusiasm 

VI. Present organizational structure for 
Commission 

Build Task Force Approach 

Task Forces May Meet 

VII. Summation 

Presenter 

MLM 

Mintz, 
Yanowitz, 
Berman 

Larry Cremin 

S. M. Lipset 

5/24/88 

9:30 

10:00-10:30 

10:30-11:00 

11:00-12:00 

12:00-1:30 

1:30-3:45 

3:45-4:00 



Draft 5-19-88 

Position Description 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

Commission on Jewish Continuity/Education 

The Associate Director will report to AJN and be responsible for the 
day-to-day activities involved in the planning and implementation of the 
Commission and its task forces. 

The Associate Director should possess the following qualities : 

1. Commitment to Jewish life and deep familiarity with the 
content and issues of Jewish education. 

2. Ability to work with the Commission and an understanding of 
process. 

3. Effective management skills, including an ability to plan, 
strategize, and write. 

4. A high level of energy. 

The duties of the Associate Director will include the following: 

1. Logistical preparation for meetings of Commission, Senior 
Policy Advisors, and task forces. 

2. Ensure that the preparation of study documents and 
Commission outcomes proceeds in a timely fashion. 

3. Preparation of letters, meeting minutes, task assignment 
lists, updates, etc. for the Commission and task forces. 
Includes serving as Commission historian -- maintaining 
files and archives. 

4 . Editorial assistance related to preparation of papers and 
reports. 

5. Assist in oversight and control of Commission expenditures 
and submission of regular budget reports. 

ro 
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5/9/88 

Attached is a draft of a travel expense policy for use with individuals 

working with the MI-NA Commission. As an alternative, HLZ suggests that 

we establish a "reasonably generous" pre deim (one for Cleveland, another 

for NYC) to cover meals, hotel, and ground transportation. We could 

provide a list of hotels in Cleveland and NYC in the appropriate price 

range and offer to assist with reservations at the Hollenden here, but 

leave the decisions up to the individuals. We would not require receipts 

or an expense statement for anything except airfare and extraordinary 

expenses. 

Questions to be answered: 

Who does this cover? 

How do they know it? 

How do we tell others that they're not being reimbursed? 

Do we cover some expenses for others? Hotel? Airfare? 

I I 
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DRAFT 5/9/88 DRAFT 5/9/88 

TRAVEL EXPENSE POLICY FOR INDIVIDUALS WORKING ON BEHALF OF THE 
COMMISSION ON JEWISH CONTINUITY/JEWISH EDUCATION 

I. GENERAL 

II. 

A. Reimbursement of Expenses 

The Mandel Associated Foundations will reimburse selected 

individuals for travel expenses incurred on behalf of the 

Commission on Jewish Continuity/Jewish Education. In most 

cases, expenses are to be paid by the person incurring them 

and then reimbursed after a Travel Expense Statement 

(Exhibit A) is submitted to __________ _ 

AUTHORIZED TRAVEL EXPENSES 

A. Air Travel 

1. Reservations 

If feasible, Premier Industrial Corporation' s 

authorized travel agency should be used for all travel 

reservations. This can be arranged by providing Joan 

Wade, (216) 391-8300, with the date and timing of your 

travel plans. She will serve as liaison with the 

travel agency. 

,~ 
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2. Airlines 

All air travel should be on commercial air lines, coach 

or economy class. Special discount fares will be taken 

into consideration by our travel agency when arranging 

flights. 

B. Ground transportation 

1. By private car 

In those instances where a personal car is driven to 

and from the airport or a meeting, mileage will be 

reimbursed at the rate of $.20 per mile. Parking and 

toll charges will be reimbursed at the actual expense. 

Receipts should be obtained whenever possible. 

2. By rental car 

When it is necessary to rent a car, a compact car 

should be rented through Premier's authorized travel 

agency. A credit card should be used to pay rental 

charges and expenses should be listed on the Travel 

13 
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Expense Statement. [Premier policy advises against 

taking collision and other insurance because of the 

Company ' s insurance. Does the same apply here?) 

By bus, taxi, airport limousine service, or train 

These costs should be itemized individually on the 

Travel Expense Statement. A receipt should be obtained 

whenever possible. 

In Cleveland, free van service is availabl e between 

Cleveland Hopkins Airport and the Hollenden House and 

between the Hollenden House and Premier. This van 

should be used whenever possible. A schedule is 

available from the Hollenden House or Premier. 

C. Hotel/Motel Accomodations 

l. In Cleveland 

All hotel/motel reservations for overnight 

accommodations in Cleveland will be handled by the 

staff of Premier Industrial Foundation. Call Joan Wade 

at (216) 391-8300 to initiate the process. She will 

need to know flight arrival information as well as the 

dates of the visit. If any changes occur in flight 

times, call Joan Wade or notify the Hollenden House 

desk clerk directly at (216) 621-0700. 



• 

2. 

3. 

In New York 

Based on convenience, cost, and accessibility, the 

following hotels have been identified for use in New 

York City: 

(I have a list of possibilities from P. Davis] 

Single minimum rate rooms should be used. 

Payment of charges 

Hotel/motel charges are to be paid upon checking out 

and reported on the Travel EKpense Statement. 

4. Cancellations 

If circumstances necessitate cancellation of a 

reservation, the traveler is responsible for notifying 

the hotel . 

is 
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D. Meals 

Meal expenses will be reimbursed at the following rates 

(tips included): 

l. Breakfast - up to a maximum of ___ [Premier allows 

$4. 75.] 

2. Lunch - up to a maximum of [Premier allows 

$4. 50.] 

3. Dinner - up to a maximum of [Premier allows 

$11.25.] 

[Perhaps we should set a per diem rather than a 

meal-by-meal limit. $20.50 won ' t go far in NYC.) 

Receipts should be obtained whenever possible . 

Ill. SUBMITTING THE TRAVEL EXPENSE STATEMENT 

Travel Expense Statements should be completed in ink, receipts 

attached, and submitted promptly for approval. Every effort will 

be made to reimburse expenses within two weeks of submission of a 

properly completed Travel Expense Statement . 

I to 




